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CHAPTEE VI.
EQUALITY AND UNIFORMITY IN TAXATION.
Eequirement of equality.

There is no imperative require-

If

ment that taxation shall be equal.

there were, the operations of

government must come to a stop, from the absolute impossibility
of fulfilling it The most casual attention to the nature and opNo single tax
eration of taxes will put this beyond question.
can be apportioned so as to be exactly just, and any combination

of taxes is likely in individual cases to increase instead of diminishing the inequality.
Theoretically, tax laws should be framed
with a view to apportioning the burdens

government so that each
person enjoying government protection shall be required to contribute so much as is his reasonable proportion, and no more.
The tax law that comes nearest to accomplishing this
in theis,

o-f

ory, the most perfect.

But to accomplish this

it

may not be requisite to require the tax-gatherer to call upon every individual,
It
and collect from him in person this reasonable proportion.
may possibly be found that the most equal and just tax can be
collected from the fewest persons.''
A tax on an article of prime
necessity, which few produce, but all use, may be collected of the
it,

producers alone without their feeling the burden beyond what
others would feel
because the tax in the natural course of business would be added

to the price of the commodity, and would

be collected by the producers from the whole community of con-

Such

a

tax would be generally distributed, and would
be wanting in equality only because of the fact that articles of
prime necessity are not consumed by different members of the
sumers.

a

community in proportion to their means or income, and therefore the poorer classes would pay more than their just proportion.
To collect all the revenues of government by tax on breadstuffs exclusively, would consequently be to compel unequal con-

■whole

popuiatifii.

4.

2,

3,

5,

1

ch.
Smith, Wealth of Nations, b.
pt.
art.
State taxes on property
collected
from
very few cersons, five to eight per cent, of the
"b" valuatioa ar"
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by means of the

A tax on an article which is purely one
necessities of the poor.
of luxury would probably be more equal, and certainly less unjust, and would be diffused with some proportion to income ; every
man would tax himself, and would
the disposition and

ability to pay.

abstain or indulge as he felt
To collect the whole revenue

an article of luxury like spirituous liquors,
might be as little liable to objection as any other method if it
were practicable, but to attempt the collection of all from one arof the state from

ticle would require a tax so heavy as to be difficult of enforcement, and which would probably defeat the purpose of the law
"We
by diminishing the consumption as the price increased.
have already

that other kinds

of taxes are open to serious
objections on the score of equality and justice. A tax on property by valuation, which seems perhaps most fair of all, is subject,
as has

seen

been shown, to difficulties which

preclude its being laid,

apportioned or collected with absolute justice.

The objections

need not be repeated here.

It

being thus manifest that there are serious and often insurmountable difficulties in the way of equal taxation, it remains to
be seen what is the rule of law where in the particular case the
On this subinequality can be pointed out and demonstrated.
The legislature
ject, certain points have already been covered.
must decide when and how and for what public purposes a tax
shall be levied, and must select the subjects of taxation. This is
legislative, and the legislative conclusion in the premises must be
It follows that a tax cannot be ataccepted as proper and final.
tacked on averment and proof that some other tax for the same
purpose would have been more just and more equal.
An excise
tax on one kind of business only is not illegal for the discrimina-

it is always to be conclusively presumed that the legislature found good and controlling reasons impelling the action it
tion

;

has taken, and that, in view of all the circumstances which were

known to its members, the tax which has been provided for is
reasonable.^
,

Very strong language has been used by the courts in some
' See

De Camp v. Eveland,

Ohio, N. S., 159,
Va., 11.

165 ;

19

Barb.,

81 ;

People «. Brooklyn, 4

Nor. Ind. R. R. Co. v. Connelly, 10
N. Y., 419 ; Lusher v. Scltes, 4 W.
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of the expressions.
The case in Pennsylvania in which the legislature allowed the
county borough to levy a tax for the erection of a court-house
and jail for the use of the county, was thought by some of its citicases,

and it may be useful to collect some

zens to be void

because unequal.

The court thought otherwise.

" there is no limitation of it.
regards taxation," say the court,
Equality of contribution is not enjoined in the bill of rights,

"As

and probably because it was known to be impracticable.
Previous to the convention of 1838, we had double taxation of tracts
of unseated lands lying foul of each other ; of lands and mortgages of them
charters

of grounds and rents issuing out of them ; of bank
and bank dividends under them, and perhaps of some
;

other things.
On the other hand, it was known that other descriptions of property had not been taxed at all. Since then, the
exigencies of the state have brought to light many new sources
of revenue, and more would have been discovered had more been

No one imagined, however,

that the inequality had
made the previous taxation unconstitutional.
" If
equality were practicable, in what branch of the government would power to enforce it reside ? Not in the judiciary,
wanted.

unless it were competent to set aside a law free from collision
with the constitution, because it seemed unjust. It could interpose only by overstepping the limits of its sphere, by arrogating
to itself a power beyond its province ; by producing intestine disby setting an example which other organs of governIt is its peculiar duty to keep
the first lines of the constitution clear, and not to stretch its powcord, and

ment might not be slow to follow.

in order to correct legislative or executive abuses. Every
branch of the government, the judiciary included, does injustice
er

'

Gihson, Ch.

J., in Kirby

v.

Shaw,

19

is

a

would be powerless for good."

'

might not,

it

and

if
it

abused

;

a

;

?

if

is

is,

for which there is no remedy, because everything human is imThe sum of the matter
that the taxing power must
perfect.
be left to that part of the government which
to exercise it.
" But what
this power were so managed as to lay the public
burthens on particular classes in ease of the rest
It illogical
to argue from an extreme case or from the abuse of
power to
negation of it. Every authority, however indispensable, maybe

Penn. St., 358, 260. "Equality of taxation,
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" Perfect
equality in the assessment of taxes," it is said in an"
is unattainable. Approximation to it is all that can be
otlier case,
Under any system of taxation, however wisely and carefully
framed, a disproportionate share of the public burdens will be
had.

thrown on certain kinds of property, because they are visible and
It is
tangible, while others are of a nature -to elude vigilance.
only where statutes are passed which impose taxes on false and
unjust principles, or operate to produce gross inequality, so that
they cannot be deemed in any just sense proportional in their
effect

on those who are to bear

the public

charges, that courts

can interpose and arrest the course of legislation by declaring such
enactments

"

void." '

Perfectly equal taxation," it has again been said, "will remain an unattainable good as long as laws and government and
man are imperfect." * " There is no provision in the constitution
maxim of taxation, means equality of sacrifice. It means apportioning the
contributions of each person towards the expenses of government, so tliat lie
shall feel neither more nor less inconvenience from his share of the payment
than every other person experiences from his.
This standard, like other
standards of perfection, cannot be completely realized."
Mill., Pol. Econ.,
b. 5, ch., 2, § 2. There is a very elaborate examination of this general subject
in Williams's Case, 3 Bland. Ch., 186, 220.
as a

Ch. J., in Commonwealth
v. Savings Bank, 5 Allen, 436, 436.
Oliver,
Allen,
Lowell
«.
8
Ould
247;
See
v Richmond, 23 Grat., 464, 473;
Howell «. Bristol, 8 Bush, 493. " Equality can never be hut appi'oximation."
Redfield, J., in Allen v. Drew, 44 Vt., 174, 186.
' Sharawood, J., in Grim v. School District, 57 Penn. St., 433, 437.
'

Bigelow,

Compare

Durach's Appeal,

People v. Worthington, 21 111., 171; Commonwealth v. N. E. Slate & Tile Co., 13 Allen, 391 ; Youngblood v. Sexton,
Sup. Ct. Mich., October term, 1875. In Coburn v. Richardson, 16 Mass., 213,
215, a tax on the lands of a nonresident for parish purposes was assailed.
Parker, Ch. J. " Numerous are the inconveniences and great is the injustice
■which may flow from this statute. But it is for the legislature alone to determine
whether these are or are not counterbalanced by any greatpublic good which
may be expected to he produced by it." In Conner ■!).Fulsom, 13 Minn., 219,
222, in which a town bounty tax was contested, on the ground that it benefited
in part another town, as in fact it did, Wilson, Ch. J., holds this language.
" It is generally true that a city, town or county, in
expending money for the
advancement of its own local interests, either directly or indirectly benefits
some other subdivision of the state.
If it builds a road or bridge, or aids in
building a railroad, or in making any other public improvement, from which
benefit to itself is expected to accrue, frequently some other subdivision ot
the state is directly and equally benefited ; but it has not been considered that
63 Penn. St., 491;
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shall be equal.
Sound policy requires that it
But perfect equality is not possishould be, so far as possible.
ble.
Indeed, if this was necessary there could be no taxation
except such as would include every person and every thing ;
*
These are
which would be manifestly impracticable and unjust."
that taxation

strong expressions,
strict accuracy.

but they do not go beyond the demands

But are there not

of

which on their face are manifestly so
to furnish conclusive evidence that equal-

cases

unequal and unjust as
ity has not been sought for but avoided; that oppression,
tice was desired, and confiscation, not taxation intended

?

not jusSuch

it surely is possible to conceive, and if such has never been
the intent of legislation, it is certain that it has sometimes been
cases

the result.

It

has already been stated that inequality

does not necessarily

follow the restricting of a tax to a few subjects only, or to a single
A license tax cannot be deemed unequal because reachsubject
ing one occupation only, if it is to reach all who "follow that. Let
it reach all of a class, either of persons or things, it matters not
whether those included in it be one or many, or whether they reside in any particular

It

locality or are scattered all over the

would be only when individuals

state.

of the class were singled out

a legal objection to an appropriation or tax for such improvement.
our constitution required absolute or perfect equality in taxation, such
objection would perhaps have to be admitted.
But perfect equality is not re.

this would be

If

All taxes
quired, nor is it possible.
in the language of the constitution.
just principles applicable

'

should

be as nearly equal as may be,'
the taxes imposed are disU'ibuted on
alike to all for whose benefit the appropriation is

If

made or intended, substantial equality is attained, and no constitutional right
invaded."
Compare People v. Whyler, 41 Cal., 351, 354, per Rhodes, J.
' Sharswood,

J., in

Weber

u.

Reinhardt,

73 Penn. St., 370, 373.

See Opinions

of Judges, 58 Me., 590 ; Loan Association o. Topeka, 20 Wall., 655, per Miller, J.
" It was justly remarked by Judge Ellsworth in Savings Bank v. New London, 20 Conn., 117, and again in Carrington ». Farmington, 21 id., 65, 72; that
Studied discriminations are made in
taxes are at best arbitrary and unequal.
all tax laws in favor of or against particular persons or subjects, or trades, cr
The character of this kind of legislation, as arbusiness, or institutions.
and capricious, is well exemplified in the recumulative
partial,
bitrary,
From
the nature of the case there can be no uniform
of
congress.
cent acts
the
assessments."
McGurdy, J., in Coite v. Society for Savings,
rule of making
33 Conn., 173, 184.
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for exemption, that the inequality would be manifest.^ To tax
all loans of money would be equal, and would enable all to adjust
their rates of interest accordingly ; but to tax all except those
made by A., B. and C, or all but those of the inhabitants of a
single city, would be unequal, and would create an invidious and
unjust distinction in favor of the excepted persons, which would
give them the advantage of higher net rates. The one would be
taxation

;

the other would be lawless exaction.

This,

as a general

principle, is undoubted.^
'Durach's Appeal, 62 Penn. St., 491, 494; Fletcher v. Oliver, 25 Ark., 289;
State V. Parker, 82 N. J., 426, 435, per Depue, J. ; Youngblood v. Sexton, Sup.
Ct. Mich., Oct. Term, 1875. In the Franklin Insurance Co. v. State, 5 W. Va.,
349, a tax of three per cent, on the premiums of insurance companies was held
void ; the constitution requiring taxation to be equal and uniform, and this
tax law applying to no other class of subjects or corporations, or to individuals.
The tax seems to have been regarded as a tax on property. Surely the
requirement of uniformity cannot make it essential that all persons or subjects
Does it mean
shall be taxed, nor that all corporations shall be taxed alike.
than
that
tax
and
shall be laid equally
uniformly
any more
any particular
upon the persons or subjects within the class taxed ? Would not a tax of one
per cent, on the net earnings of all railroad companies be equal and uniform ?
And if this is inadmissible, how can there beany equalization of taxation, as
between, for instance, the insurance company and the saloon keeper, unless
everything is brought to the standard of a property tax, in which case those
who ought to pay most would sometimes pay least? To determine whether a
tax on insurance companies alone would be unequal or unjust, it would be
necessary to look to the result. The tax, we must suppose, would go to increase the premiums, and if the community generally insured, the tax would
be generally distributed
through the community, and would be paid in proportion to the protection received. See Slaughter v. Commonwealth, 13 Grat.,
In State v. Charleston, 12 Kich., 702, 732,
767 ; Carter v. Dow, 16 Wis., 298.
Dunkin, Chancellor, says : " Essential characteristics of any system of taxation,
properly so called, are certainty, equality, universality. All the persons or
property within a state, district, city or other fraction of territory having a
local sovereignty for the purpose of taxation, should, as a general rule, constitute the basis for taxation."
Like language is made use of by Tuck, J., in
O'Neal V. Bridge Co., 18 Md., 1, 23, and it is quite true and just where taxation
by values) is what the law provides for; but it has but limited application to
the taxation of business in any form. That the legislature cannot designate
one class of persons because of their race as special objects of taxation, see
Lin Sing v. Washburn, 20 Cal., 534.
' A remarkable case of invidious exemption occurs in the
legislation of
Arkansas for 1871. A statute purporting to be passed in the interest of immigration

and manufactures,
9

exempts every species

of
"

manuftictvj'e

and min-
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There are some cases in which it has been customary for the legislature to make certain exemptions, either of
persons or property, from the general rule which it has prescribed

Exemptions.

on the subject of taxation. Some of these, such as the exemptions of household furniture, tools of trade, etc., and the limited
personal property which very poor persons may be possessed of,
are to be looked upon rather as being in the nature of limitations
of the general rule, than as exceptions from it ; the taxation is
only of all that is possessed over and beyond what has been left
out as absolutely needful to the owner's support.^ The same may
be said of some kinds of property, such as church property, school
property, burying grounds and the like, which are by many persons looked upon as fit objects for the public contributions.

Implied exemptions.

Some things are always presumptively
exempted from the operation of general tax laws, because it is
reasonable to suppose they were not within the intent of the
legislature in adopting them.

A

state may,

if

the legislature see

ing — the capital employed therein, the property used therefor, and tlie productions while in the ownership and possession of the original manufacturer
or miner — from all taxation for a period of five years. Had the act stopped
here, a question might possibly be made whether the exemption was unjust.
It might be contended that releasing the manufacturer from taxation while
leaving competition open would be likely to reduce prices in proportion as
But the legislathe cost of production was diminished by the exemption.
tion referred to went on to provide that no corporation or individual should
have the benefit of the act whose productions should not average $900 per
month.
In other words, it exempted all the large manufacturers, but left the
smaller ones not only taxed as before, but compellable also to share with the
rest of the community in making up to the state what would he lost by not
taxing the others. If anything could add to the injustice of an exemption of
a portion only of those engaged in a particular business, it would be that the
discrimination was made against the very class that the policy of the law
is thought to favor ; namely, the men of small means.
It was decided in Nashville v. Althorp, 5 Cold., 554, that where a merchant's
privilege is taxed, discriminations can not be made: e. g., between those
living within and those without a city. Compare Robinson «. Charleston, 2
Eich., 317.
■"
do not well perceive what definition can well be
to the words

I

given
taxable property,' unless they be made to mean all property not exempted by
law from taxation.:' Harper, Ch. J., in City Council v. St. Philip's Church, 1 Mc-

'

Mul. Eq., 139,
Smith, 4 Fla.,

144.
154.

See

Martin

s..

Charleston,

13

Rich. Eq.,

50, 52 ;

Levy

v.
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;

but to

would render necessary new taxes to meet the demand of
this tax, and thus the public would be taxing itself in order to
raise money to pay over to itself, and no one would be benefited
do

so,

but the officers employed.
It is always to be assumed that the
general language of statutes is made use of with reference to
taxable subjects, and the property of municipalities is not in any

It

therefore,

is

it

is

is,

by clear implication excluded.^ It
not, like government agencies, excluded from the
power of tax laws, but
beyond the grasp of their intent.

proper sense taxable.

'

III., 37; Directors of the Poor v. School Birectors,
of poor house) State v. Gaffney, 34 N. J., 133 (case
And see People «. Doe,
of city water works and land acquired therefor).
36 Cal., 220; People v. Austin, 47 Cal., 353; Gibson v. Howe, 37 Iowa, 168;
Trustees of Industrial University v. Champaign County, Sup. Ct. 111., 1875,
Chicago Legal News, 160 (case of property conveyed to trustees in trust for
Duvall,
state educational institution).
In Louisville v. Commonwealth,
295, 296, the following language
made use of by Soiertion, J., the question
being whether property belonging to the city of Louisville was taxable for
state purposes: "A general law concerning persons may include artificial as
well as natural persons, and every corporation
legal person. Even the
United States and every separate state, and every county in each state, are
in law
quasi corporations, and each of all such corpoi'ations
person.
And, consequently,
tax on the real estate of all persons would, without
qualification or exception, literally include that of every corporation, municipal as well as private. But in this respect there
an obvious and essential
distinction between municipal and private corporations.
A private corporabank or railroad or turnpike, is, in technical language, altogether
tion, like
But municipal corporation, like state,
personal.
county or the city of
Louisville, is much more than
person. While nominally
person,
political power, and each in its prescribed sphere
vitally
imperium in,
All are constituent demands of one total sovereignty. The city of
imperio.
Louisville, to the extent of the jurisdiction delegated to
but
by its charter,
an, etfluence from the sovereignty of Kentucky; governs for Kentucky, and
its authorized legislation and local administration of law are legislation and
administration by Kentucky through the agency of that municipality. The
tax law of Kentucky constructively applies to persons only, and not at all to
political bodies exercising in different degrees the sovereignty of the state.
Were this not true, then the statute literally embracing all persons, and the
person, her capital and penitentiary, and other
state being in one sense
public propertjr, would, like the estate of
natural person, be subject to
and so too would the court houses and jails and
assessment for taxation
poor houses of all the counties of the state. But neither
state nor
county
has ever been considered
person contemplated by any tax law ever enacted.
People

V.

Salomon,

51

it

is a

a

a

a

;

a

a

is

it

a

is

a

a

a

a

a

is

a

a

is

a

is

is

1

a

7

;

43 Penn. St., 21, 25 (case
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Before referring to the express exemptaxation, which it has been customary to

Express exemptions.

tions from general
make, it may be well to refer to certain constitutional provisions
which have been adopted in different states with a view to secure
uniformity in taxation. The provisions are various, and a reference to such as have come under

judicial consideration will

suflfice

for our purpose.
" all
property shall
Arkansas. The constitution provided that
be taxed according to its value

;

the manner of ascertaining which

shall direct, making the same equal
Where the legislature, by a
and uniform throughout the state."
city charter, undertook to exempt the property of the inhabitants
from taxation for the construction of roads in the county of v/hich
to be

as the general

assembly

the city formed a part, this was held

invalid

as a

violation of the

rule of uniformity which the constitution had established.^
"
California. The constitution requires that taxation shall be
" all
property in the state shall be
equal and uniform," and that
taxed in proportion to its value."
Under this the following rul"
all property in the state " was to
ings have been made : 1. That
be understood as intending all private property only, and that it
did not include
And

the

public

property belonging to the United

not the only real reason for their constructive exclusion equally
except the municipal property of Louisville, used for the convenience and
facility of its local governments " "We think so, and without elaborate argudoes

-we so adjudge."
It was, nevertheless, held that such property as
the corporation might own, not for carrying on its municipal government,
liiut only for the convenience or profit of its citizens, individually or collec-

ment

tively, and which, therefore, it would own and use as a private corporation,
would he subject to taxation under such general words of the statute as would
embrace the like property owned by a private corporation. This private side to
a public corporation has often been recognized in othei- than tax cases. Bailey
ffl. New York, 3 Hili, 531; 3 Denio, 438; Lloyd d. New York, 5 N. Y., 369;
Storrs u. Utica, 17 id., 104; Western Tund Savings Society ». Philadelphia,
ii. Duckett, 20 Md., 468 ; Detroit v. Corey,
31 Penn. St., 175 ; Commissioners
9 Mich., 165; post, ch. XXI.
That the general power conferred upon a municipal corporation to tax, will
not authorize the taxation of state or county property, see Nashville v. Bank
of Tennessee, 1 Swan, 269 ; Piper «. Singer, 4 8. & R., 354.
'

Fletcher «. Oliver, 25 Ark., 28^. For other cases construing the constitutional provision, see Washington v. Stale, 13 Ark., 752 ; McGhee v. Mathis, 21
id., 40.
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That exemptions of

private property would be inconsistent with the requirement of
equality and uniformity, and consequently were forbidden.*
3. That special assessments for local improvements need not be
levied by value,' but that whatever basis was adopted, exemptions of property falling within the class assessed were forbidden.*
That the requirement of uniformity in the taxation of property was not violated by a tax on business graduated by sales.^
6. That authority to a board of supervisors to remit a tax or a
part of a tax in a specified district, would be inconsistent with
4.

the requirement of uniformity, and consequently invalid.^

6.

That

law is not void for want of uniformity, because
of the regulations of different counties as regards enforcing cola state revenue

of delinquent taxes being different.''

lection

A

that taxation on property shall be ad
valorem only, will preclude the taxation of cattle by the head.'
But the constitutional requirement of uniformity is not violated
Georgia.

provision

by taxes on business.'

The constitution prescribed that the "general assembly

Illinois.

shall provide for levying a tax by valuation, so that every person
and corporation shall pay a tax in proportion to the value of his or
her property."
Also that "the corporate authorities of counties,
townships, school districts, cities, towns
'

People

V.

taxation, see

McCreery, 34 Cal.,
People v. Wliyler,

and villages

may be

is " equal and uniform " in
41 Cal., 351, 355, per RJwdes, Cli. J.

As

433.

to what

''Peoples. McCreery, 34 Cal., 433; Peoples. Wliartenby. 38 id., 461; PeoV. Eddy, 43 id., 331; S. C, 18 Am. Rep., 143; Lick t. Austin, 43 Cal., 590.

ple

'Burnett

v.

Sacramento,

13

Cal., 76; Blanding

San Francisco Gas Co., 28 id., 345

Lyon,

Walsh

;

».

Burr,

13

id., 343; Emery

v.

«. Mathews, 39 id., 133 ; Crosby v.

37 id., 242.

J People

V. S.

» Sacramento

'Wilson
'People

F. & A. R. R. Co.,
v. Crocker,

v. Supervisors
V.

16

35 Cal., 606.

Cal., 119.

of Sutter,

47 Cal., 91.

(Case of a levee tax.)

Central Pacific R. R. Co., 43 Cal., 398.

tion, see further,

As to equality in taxaBeals «. Almador Co., 35 Cal., 634; Chambers ®. Satterlce,

40 id., 497.
8 Livingston s.

'Burch
Ins. Co.

».

Albany,

13. Savannah,

Augusta,

41 Geo., 31.

43 Geo., 596;

50 id., 530.

Bohler

«. Schneider,

49 id., 195;

Homo
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for corporate purposes, such taxes to be uniform in respect to persons and property
within the Jurisdiction of the body imposing the same." As to
" were manifestly
these provisions it has been decided that they
inserted in the fundamental law for the purpose of insuring

vested with power to assess and collect taxes

equality in the levy and collection of the taxes to support the government, whether levied for state, county or municipal purposes.
The design was to impose an equal proportion of these burthens
upon all persons within the limits of the district or body imposing
them.
Under these provisions the legislature has no power to exor
release a person or community of persons from their proempt
portionate share of these burthens.
selves, they are unable to delegate

Not having such power

them-

such .power to these inferior
These provisions preclude discrimination in favor of
bodies."
or against any classes of property or persons whatsoever ; ^ they require the taxation of loans or any other credits, these being property as much as lands or chattels in possession ; ^ they do not ad^

'

Walker,

Connel],

13

J., in Hunsaker

People, 58 id., 456

;

v. "Wright, 30 111., 146, 148.

O'Kane «. Treat,
Dunham v. Chicago,

id., 138

;

35 id., 557, 561 ;

Trustees d. McMadison County v.

See

55 id., 357.

' Primm v. Belleville, 59111., 143; discrimination
infavov of improvements
and of personalty ; Bureau County «. Chicago, etc., R. R. Co., 44 id., 330 ;
Chicago, etc., R. R. Co. ■».Boone County, 44 id., 340; discrimination against
railroad property.
'Trustees r. McConnell,

12

III.,

138.

In People

v.

Worthington,

31

id., 171,

the rule strongly and clearly : " The constitution
means as it declares, that each shall pay a tax iu proportion to the property
■which he has, whether that property consists of farms or mortgages ; of visi173, Caton, Ch.

J.,

states

hlc substances or choses in action. It is not to be denied that this rule of
taxation must in some, nay In many instances, operate unequally and even
oppressively ; and such may be the case of the defendant here. He sells a
piece of land and gives- a deed, and takes a note and a mortgage to secure the
purchase money. He is- taxed" for the amount due on the mortgage, and the
purchaser is taxed for the land, and if the purchaser neglects to pay these
taxes, then the seller must do it himself or lose his security.
This is a
hai-dship no douLt, but like many other hardships which befall mankind, it
results from the failure of another to perform his duty, and must be provided
against by grea'er cautioa in selecting a purchaser, or in seeking satisfaction
of him for the taxes paid on the land. It may be true in one sense to say
that it is double taxation to tax the horse which is sold and also the note which
is given for the purchase money ; and so is it to tax the note which is given
for one hundred dollars borrowed money, and also the money which is bor-
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mit of residents in one part of a road district being exempted from
*
nor of one class of counties
taxes for the roads in another part ;
being taxed a higher rate for state purposes than another class
which happens to be more largely indebted for local purposes

;

*

; and so we might go on throughout the whole system of human transactions which involves a credit for things tangible which are within the state
and subject to taxation ; and even so it is if they are beyond tlie state, for the

rowed

presumption is that they are taxed wherever they may be. Whatever rights,
credits or choses in action which may be taxed, are so much over and above
the money and other physical objects within the state, and are in the same
sense double taxation ; for those very credits must ultimately be paid with
those physical objects if they are ever paid. * * Although we might think
that the provisions of the constitution on the subject of taxation

are

and unequal, or even arbitrary and oppressive, neither the legislature
courts can, for any such reason, disregard them."

unjust
nor the

' O'Kane v. Treat, 25

The exemption was of residents within a
111., 557.
municipal corporation from being taxed for roads beyond its limits but within
the same road district.
Compare Heasant v. Kost, 39 111., 490, 494 ; Madison
County

».

People, 58 id., 456.

'Eamseyu. Hoeger, Sup. Ct. 111., 1874 ; 6 Chicago Legal News, 318. The
of an attempt, indirectly, to saddle upon the state the local indebtedness incurred in the aid of railroads.
One important question under the provisions of the constitution of Illinois
regarding taxation must be considered as still open. The constitution of 1870
declares that " the general assembly shall provide such revenue as may be needful by levying a tax by valuation so that every person and corporation shall pay
a tax in proportion to his, her or its property, * * * but the general assembly
shall have power to tax * * * persons or corporations owning or using
franchises and privileges in such manner as it shall from time to time direct
by general law, uniform as to the class upon which it operates." In assumed execution of this authority, the legislature of 1873 passed an act provid.
ing as follows : "The capital stock of all companies, now or hereafter created under the laws of this state shall be so valued by the state board of
case was one

equalization as to ascertain and determine respectively the fair cash value of
such capital stock, including the franchise, over and above the assessed value
of the tangible property of such company or association. Said board shall
adopt such rules and principles 7or ascertaining the fair cash value of such capital stock as to it may seem equitable and just, and such rules and principles,
when so adopted, if not inconsistent with this act, shall be as binding and of

if contained in this act, subject, however, to such changes,
alterations or amendments as may be found from time to time to be necessarv
by said board ; provided, that in all cases where the tangible property or capital stock of any such company or association is assessed under this act, the
the same effect as

stock of any such company or association shall not be asUnder this law the state board of equalization adopted
sessed in this state."
the following resolution :
shares of capital
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but they do not preclude taxes being laid on other subjects than
property by some other standard than that of value, and conse" Sesolved, That for the purposes of ascertaining the fair cash value of the
capital stock including the franchises of all companies and associations, now
or hereafter created under the laws of this state, or for the assessment of the
same, or so much thereof as may be found to be in excess of the assessed or
equalized value of the tangible property of such companies and associations,
respectively, we, the state board of equalization, hereby adopt the following
rules and principles, viz:
" 1. The market or fair cash value of shares of capital stock, and the market
or fair cash value of the debt, excluding indebtedness for current expenses, shall be combined or added together, and the aggregate amount so ascertained shall be taken and held to be the fair cash value of the capital stock, including the franchises, respectively, of such companies and associations.
" 3. From the aggregate amount, ascertained as aforesaid, there shall be
deducted the aggregate amount of the equalized or assessed valuation of all the
tangible property, respectively, of such companies and associations ; such
equalized or assessed valuation being taken in each case, as the same may be
determined by the equalization or assessment of property by the board, and
the amount remaining in each case, if any, shall be taken and held to be the
amount and fair cash value of the capital stock, including the franchjise, which
this board is required by law to assess, respectively, against companies and
corporations now or hereafter created under the laws of this state."
The supreme court of the state sustained this assessment, not, however, pass"
ing upon the questionof itsfairness or justice, which they expressly disclaimed
the right to do, but conceding to the state board of equalization the right to arrive
at the valuation by any such rules as they should devise, which seemed to them
As the assessment made under these
calculated to reach the proper result.
rules would be of the whole value of the franchise as if no indebtedness existed, there would manifestly be in the case what would be equivalent to double
taxation ; but as in valuing individual property under the laws of Illinois,
debts are not deducted, this was no more than would exist in other cases,
and the court attach importance to this fact as bearing upon the competency
of the board to establish such rules. It is to be observed, however, that the
law provided for assessing " the fair cash value of such capital stock includA franchise may have a distinct value by itself irrespecting the franchise."
is

a

it,

ive of any debts that may be owing by the corporation or person possessing
as
farm may have irrespective of the mortgage upon it; but there
cer-

it

a

it

is

a

tainly some difficulty in understanding how the capital stock of corporation
can be valued without taking into account its indebtedness, or how, if the
corporation owes so much that its capital stock
absolutely worth nothing,
could have for any legal purpose
and could be sold for nothing,
"fair
by taking as the measure of its value that which rencash value " given
a

it

if,

it

valueless. It may be that
by enforcing the debt, the capital stock
should become the property of the creditors,
would then have value equal
to the previous value of the debt; but this would be by the substitution of
ders
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Neither do
quently, taxes on polls are not unconstitutional.^
they tate from the legislature the power to commute for taxes, receiving instead what thej shall regard as an equivalent.'*
The constitution provides that " the general assemIndiana.
bly shall provide by law for a uniform and equal rate of assesssuch regulations as shall
secure a just valuation for taxation of all property, both real and
personal, excepting such only for municipal, educational, literary,
scientific, religious or charitable purposes as may be specially exment and taxation, and shall

It

prescribe

provides that "the general

assembly
shall not pass local or special laws" "for the assessment and collection of taxes for state, county, township or road purposes."
Of these provisions it has been said, they " do not prohibit local
empted by law."

also

They require a general,
taxation for objects in themselves local.
uniform levy for state purposes, but they do not forbid local taxNor do we think they prohibit indirect
ation under general laws.
Such
taxation by way of licenses upon particular pursuits, etc.
indirect taxation may be made effectual as a police regulation.
The taxing, which is a part of the legislative power of the state,
Indirect taxais supreme, except where limitations are imposed.
tion, by way of tariffs, etc., has ever been regarded
exercise of the taxing power, and we do not

a

legitimate

think a provision in

the constitution requiring the general levy of direct taxes for
state purposes to be upon a uniform assessment, implies a prohibition of all other taxation. Such, at all events, is not the
conventional force of its language."^
one thing of Talue for another.

Before that time, certainly, the debt is no part

of the capital stock. In these remarks no question is made of the correctness
of the decision of the supreme court, which is certainly able and plausible.
The opinion is given in full in 6 Chicago Legal News, 319. The federal
circuit court for the same circuit held the assessment void, and it is believed
the question is now in the United States Supreme Court.
' Sawyer v. Alton, 3 Scam., 127. This case arose under an earlier
constitution, but the provisions were substantially the same.

' Illinois Central B. R. Co.

v. McLean County, 17 111., 291, where an ad vafor a percentage of gross receipts.
And see State
People, 4 Scam., 303; Hunsaker v. Wright, 30 111., 146.

lorem tax was commuted

Bank

v.

'Perkins, J., in Anderson v. Kerns Draining Co., 14 Ind., 199, citing La Fay.
ette V. Jenners, 10 id., 70, 75 ; The Bank ■o.New Albany, 11 id., 139 ; Walk.
Am. Law, 3d ed., p. 133 ; Aurora v. West., 9 Ind., 74. To the same effect is
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to be
these provisions require the rate of assessment
be equal
equal for all purposes throughout the state, but only to
and uniform throughout the district for which the tax is levied.'

Nor do

Nor do they preclude the legislature making exemptions,^ but

of
they do preclude the levy of a specific tax on one species
property for any public purpose ; for example, a specific tax by
the acre on real estate for highway purposes.'
"
Iowa. The constitution provides that the property of all corporations for pecuniary profit, now existing or hereafter created,
shall be subject to taxation the same as that of individuals."
This provision would preclude exemptions of corporate property
from taxation, and consequently would require the court, in any
doubtful case, to construe a revenue law as not intending such an
exemption.*

"
provision that taxation shall be equal and uni"
form throughout the state will not preclude the legislature auThe
thorizing the taxation of callings, trades and professions.
taxation will be equal and uniform if all persons in the same
calling, trade or profession within the taxing district are taxed
Louisiana.

A

But it would preclude a discrimination as between those
carrying on the same business,' and it would preclude a specific
alike."

Bright
Elliott,

v.

J.

McCullough,

27

Ind.,

223,

in which the authorities

are reviewed

by

Auditor of Warren County, 9 Ind., 174 ; Conwell ii. O'Brien, 11
id., 419 ; Covington Drawbridge Co. v. Auditor of Warren County, 14 id., 331 ;
Bright V. McCulloch, 27 id., 223.
' Bank of the State v. New Albany, 11 Ind., 139. See Bank of Conners' Adamson

ville
3

V. State,

Bright

V.

v.

16

id., 105

;

McCullough,

King
27

v.

Madison,

Ind.,

17

Id., 46.

223.

*Iowa Homestead Co. v. Webster County, 21 Iowa, 221. If we understand
correctly the case of Dubuque, etc., R. R. Co. v. Webster County, 21 id., 335,
the provision above quoted would not prevent a taxation of corporations on
their gross receipts in lieu of taxation on property.
' Municipality v. Dubois, 10 La. An., 56 ; New. Orleans v. The Bank, id., 735 ;
New Orleans v. Staiger, 11 id., 68 ; New Orleans o. South Bank, id., 41 ; New
Orleans v. Turpin, 13 id., 56; Merriman v. New Orleans, 14 id., 318; State b.
Valkman, 20 id., 585 ; Hodgson v. New Orleans, 21 id., 301. The doctrine applied to the case of license fees for theatrical and other exhibitions. Charity
Hospital V. Stickney, 2 id., 550 ; Municipality v. Duncan, id., 183.
«

New Orleans

». Home

Ins. Co.,

28 La.

An.

449.
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tax on any species of property, the value of which is not uniform, as, for example, a specific tax on cotton by the pound.^
The constitution ordains that "the county comMaryland.
shall
missioners
exercise such powers and 'duties only as the legislature may from time to time prescribe ; but such powers and duties, and

the tenure

of office shall be uniform

throughout the
by law for the

Where the legislature made provision
levy of a tax, by the county commissioners of a single county,
state."

for the support of public schools therein, the objection to this
legislation, that it gave powers to and imposed duties on the commissioners of that county which were peculiar and exceptional,
was held not to be well taken.
It was not the purpose of the
constitution that all local regulations should be the same in all
parts of the state, or that every locality should levy taxes for the

no others, or that the county commissioners
should exercise their uniform powers on precisely the same subAnd this legislation was not to be regarded as giving exjects.
same objects

and

ceptional authority, but as requiring a special exercise, in one
county, of the uniform power to tax which the commissioners
possessed
'

Sims

in all the counties.^
Jackson,

La. An., 440. See Livingston ». Albany, 41 Geo., 21,
Also, State «, Endom, 23 La. An., 663, in which it
•was decided that a specific tax on drays, wagons, carriages, etc., in proportion
to the number of animals drawing them, was forbidden as not being a uniform tax on the business which was taxed. A law which should make no diacrimination in the taxation of business, we should say would in some cases,
produce the grossest injustice and inequality; and it may be seriously questioned whether the requirement of uniformity in the taxation of business
could be understood as forbidding the classification of those engaged in the
business ; for example, underwriters, by the business done or premiums rev.

23

for the same principle.

ceived ; merchants, by the capital invested or sales made, etc.
tionment of taxes accordingly.
Bowie, Ch. J., in Commissioners
Allegany County, 20 Md., 449, 457,
application, we copy from it:
" It is said, there is no law
=

;

and the appor-

of Public Schools v. Commissioners of
As the decision is of very general

458.

conferring on the commissioners of the counties
generally, power to make provision for public schools, and therefore the act
of Allegany county is special, local, unequal, contrary to the letter and spirit
of the constitution, which designed that all parts of the state should be subject to the same taxation for the same objects.

" When the organic law
imposed this feature of uniformity upon county
commissioners and other county officers, it cannot be supposed it was designed
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Massachusetts.
The constitutional provision that the legislature
shall only impose proportional and reasonable taxes is not violated
by permitting a town in which a state agricultural college is
located, to levy a tax to pay an exceptional portion of the cost of
erecting buildings for such college.^

Michigan. The provision that " the legislature shall provide
a uniform rule of taxation, except on property paying specific
taxes, and taxes shall be levied on such property as shall be preto ignore the varieties of situation and condition of tlie people of the several
counties, and the different institutions established among them. Tlie levy
were substituted, had exercourts for ■which tlie county commissioners
cised, from the organization of the state government, the power of levying
taxes for every local purpose which the peculiar wants of each county might
require, under the sanction of general or special acts of legislation.

" The legislation of the

state exhibits various systems of internal regulation
respect to roads, schools, paupers and criminal ti-ials, in the several counties, all of which ultimately involve the exercise of the power of taxation.

in

Some of these systems, since the adoption of the new constitution, have been
the position assumed
codified as part of the public local law of the state.

If

requiring provision for tlie support of the
of
or
the support of paupers, which are not uniroads,
county
130or, repairs
the
and
form throughout
state,
require the levying of taxes for such purposes,
are ipso facto void, because not within the powers legitimately granted by
in this

case

be correct, the laws

the constitution.

3,

'

is

is

is

it

*

*

§

'

'

is,

is

is

;

is

is

is,

" Uniformity of power does not necessarily imply identity of purpose or obthat the one
an attribute,
ject. The difference between power and object
faculty or means the other an end or fact to be accomplished.
Power
special. As in mechanics, the motive power may be applied
general, object
to au almost infinite variety of uses; so in politics, the power of taxation,
which the great motor of government, may be exercised for the promotion of
every object of society, among the chief and noblest of which
the diffusion
of knowledge and' the education of the peoijle.
" The power to levy all needful taxes, and to
pay and discharge ail claims
on or against the county which have been expressly or impliedly authorized
Code of Maryland), conveys authority and
by law (conferred by art. 28,
imposes the duty of providing for any local object sanctioned by the legislature.
In this instance, the commissioners of the couuty are not
left to inference as to their duty and obligation to exercise the power of
taxation, but are expressly enjoined to exert
for the most salutary public purposes. The power here called into requisition
uniformly vested
in the commissioners of all the counties in the state, as
indicated in the
public general laws. Its application to various specific objects
shown by
the public local laws."
Merrick

«. Amherst,

12

Allen,

498.
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scribed by law ;" also that " all assessments hereafter authorized
shall be on property at its cash value," do not preclude a taxation
of business as such, although the property employed in the business is also taxed.^

The constitution provides that "all property on

Minnesota.

which taxes are to be levied shall have

a cash

valuation, and be

It is not compeequalized
throughout the state."
tent where equality and uniformity are required to impose a tax
exclusively upon one subdivision of the state to pay a claim or
and uniform

which is not peculiarly the debt of such subdivision,
or to raise money for any purpose not peculiarly beneficial to such

indebtedness

subdivision.'^

Missouri.

A

constitutional

requirement that taxation shall be
uniform, and shall be levied on property in proportion to its value,
is not violated by the taxation of income and salaries.
The pur-

of it is to make the burdens of government rest on all propOutside
erty alike; to forbid favoritism and prevent inequality.

pose

restriction, the legislature must be the sole
propriety of taxation, and define the sources of revthe exigencies of the occasion may reqiiire.'

of this constitutional
judge of the
enue as

>Wolcott V.

' Sanborn

People,

17

Mich., 68; Kitson

v.

Ann Arbor,

26 id., 325.

Rice, 9 Minn., 273. That the provision would preclude penalfailure
to list property for taxation, see McCormick «. Fitch, 14 id., 352.
ties for

'

».

There is a summary of the doctrine of
V. Rouse, 43 Mo., 479, 489.
J.,
in
this
case
which
is deserving of being copied at
Wagner,
by
the courts
length :
" That taxes should be uniform, and levied in proportion to the value of the
property to be taxed, is so manifestly just that it commends itself to universal
But, notwithstanding the constitutional provision, there are some
assent.
kinds of taxes that are not usually assessed according to the value of property,
and some which could not be thus assessed ; and there is perhaps not a state
in the Union, though many of them have in substance the same constitutional
provision, which does not levy other taxes than those imposed on property.
" Every burden which the state imposes upon its citizens witli a view to
revenue, to carry on the operations of the state government, or for the support
of municipal corporations, is a branch of the power of taxation, whether imTlie license fees
posed under the name of a tax or some other designation.
of
those
who
required
particular
pursue
employments
which are sometimes
are, when imposed for revenue, taxes. Lawyers and physicians may be compelled to pay a license for practicing their professions, for the purpose of revenue ; and although not levied on property, it is still a tax. Stamp duties are
Glascow
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Ohio.

taxing
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The constitution provides that " laws shall be passed
by a uniform rule all moneys, credits, investments in

bonds, stocks,

joint stock companies or otherwise

real and personal

;

and

also

all

property according to its true value in money

;

It is customary to require that corporations shall pay a certain sum
annually, in proportion to their capital stock paid in, or by some other standard, which is generally fixed for mere convenience.
It therefore seems plain
taxes.

'
requirement that taxation upon property shall be in
proportion to its value,' does not include every species of taxation; nor, in-

that the constitutional

would it be possible to place such an interpretation upon it without
doing the grossest injustice.
"A very large proportion of revenue is derived from other sources than a
direct levy on property, and the doctrine contended for would release the
former and throw the whole burden upon the latter. In cases of municipal
corporations, a different construction has always prevailed.
Assessments for
the opening, making, improving, or repairing streets, the draining of swamps,
the throwing up of levees, and the like local works, have been usually made
upon property with some reference to benefits which it was supposed the
property would receive.
" The requirement that property should be taxed in proportion to its
value,
applies as much to these local assessments as any other species of taxes.
The
local authorities have only such power as is delegated to them by the state,
and the state can confer no power against the prohibitions of the constitution.
" There are three general classes of direct taxes : capitation, having effect
solely upon persons; ad -oalorem, having effect solely upon property; and income, having a mixed effect upon persons and property.
" The argument of the plaintiff's counsel proceeds on the hypothesis that
This is a
every species of tax comes within the constitutional prohibition.
The whole practice of the state has been different, and it has never
mistake.
been challenged, nor could it be, on legal principles. The statutes provide
for a poll tax, which is in violation of the ad valorem rule, and is unequal, yet it
A license is imposed upon shows, peddlers,
is clearly within the constitution.
auctioneers, dram shops and billiard tables, all of which taxes ai-e in violation
of the ad valorem principle, but not therefore unconstitutional.
The taxes imposed are uniform as to the particular classes, but not in proportion to the
deed,

taxes assessed on other property.

" The constitution enjoins a uniform rule as to the imposition of taxes on
all property, but does not abridge the power of the legislature to provide fot
a revenue from other sources.
It was intended to make the burdens of government rest on all property alike — to forbid favoritism and prevent inequality. Outside of the constitutional restriction, the legislature must be the sole
judge of the propriety of taxation, and define the sources of revenue as the
The income tax was uniform and
exigency of the occasion may require.
the
classes
which
it
upon
as
to
operated
equal
; it did not come within the
'
the
term
as
used
property,'
and designated in the constitution,
meaning of
and I think it was not in conflict with any provision of that instrument."
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but burying grounds, public school houses, houses used exclusively for public worship, institutions of purely public charity,

public property used exclusively for any public purpose, and personal property to an amount not exceeding in value two hundred
dollars for each individual,
from taxation,"
the property

oE

by general

may,

laws,

be exempted

This provision renders it imperative that all
which exemption is not permitted by it shall be
etc.

taxed, and precludes any other exemptions than those indicated,
as well when the tax is for a municipal

levied for

purpose

as

when it is

a state purpose.''

It also precludes the debts of the tax payer being deducted
from the value of his property ; this being inconsistent with the
But it does not
requirement that all property shall be taxed.^
preclude the taxation of business,

as such, the

licensing of stores,

etc.3

A

constitutional provision that " all property shall
be taxed according to its value," and that " no one species of
property from which a tax may be collected shall be taxed
Tennessee.

' Zanesville

«.

Richards,

6

Ohio, N.

S.,

589.

See

Hill

v. Higdon, 5 id.,
" Before the adop-

In-the case first cited Ranney, Ch. J., says:
tion of the present constitution, the whole matter of taxation was committed to the discretion of the general assembly.
It might be levied upon such
The right to make exproperty and in such proportion, as the body saw fit.
But this discretion no longer
ceptions and exemptions, was unquestionable.
The public burdens are made to rest upon the property of the state,
exists.
and whenever money is to be raised by taxation, the positive injunction is,
that ' laws shall be passed, taxing by an uniform rule, all monej'-s, credits, in243, 246.

vestments

in

bonds, stocks,

joint

stock

companies, or otherwise;

and also

all real and personal property, according t-o its true value in money.'
Without express authority of law, no tax, either for state, county, township or corporation purposes can be levied, and we see no reason to doubt that this section of the constitution is equally applicable to, and furnishes the governing
The
principle for, all laws authorizing taxes t» be levied for either purpose.
to
secure
of
the
was
and
provision
uniformity in the imequality
great object
position of these public burdens. The convention was very well aware that
much the largest part would be required to answer the purposes of tliese
local subdivisions ; and equally well that it could only be levied as the general assembly should provide."

"

Baker

a.

Cincinnati,

11

Ohio, N.

S.,

' Bank of Columbus «. Hines, 3 Ohio, N. S., 1.
ment of money are to he taxed by value, and if of
Id.
534.

Obligations for the payno value, are not taxable.

144
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any species of property of equal value," has no
reference to the taxation of privileges, and such taxation is in
the discretion of the legislature.
It is therefore competent to
higher than

authorize a town to levy license taxes on the various occupations
carried on therein.'
The requirement that taxation shall be equal and
Virginia.
uniform does not preclude the state from authorizing a county to
levy a tax on a county office,^ nor does it require the license taxes
On this
on privileges or occupations to be equal or uniform.*
last point the decision in "West Yirginia is to the contrary.*
Wisconsin.
The constitutional provision that " the rule of tax"
ation shall be uniform
extends to taxation by cities, towns and

It

counties, as well as that levied by the state."

does

not

pre-

clude license taxes under the police power.' And the state having for a long period been in the practice of collecting specific
taxes from corporations in lieu of the taxes on property levied gen-

erally, it was decided
such

the opinion of the judges, that

against

specific taxes were not in violation of the constitutional

re-

quirement of uniformity.'

It

The general right to make exemptions.
what is the rule regarding exemptions,
by the state constitution.
'

Adams

«.

' Gilkerson
tors

V.

Somerville,

Baltimore,

N. J.,

gas, 18

2

■».Frederick

11 ;

Head, 363

Justices,

where

; State v.

13

to see

none is prescribed

Crawford,

Grat., 577.

remains

3

id., 460.

See also Gordon's

Execu-

Compare Camden & Amboy K. E. Co. v. HilleSame ii. Commissioner of Appeals, 18 id., 71, and Gardner
5

Gill,

231.

in whicli a provision in a charter that the corporation
should pay a certain tax, " and no other tax or impost shall be levied or assessed " upon
-was held to apply to county and town taxes as well as those
imposed for state purposes.
21

id., 557,
it,

D. State,

13

Grat., 767.

W. Va.,

This

349.

case

referred to, ante,

p'.

®. State,

is

<

Franklin Ins. Co.

5

'

Slaughter v. Commonwealth,

Knowlton v. Supervisors of Rock Co., Wis., 410; Hale
Black, 510.
Gilman v. Sheboygan,
9

b.

Dow,

16

Wis.,

'

Department v. Helfenstein,
Kneeland

v.

Plankroad Co.,

11

298 (dog license)
id., 136.

Milwaukee,
id., 35.

15

Wis.,

454,

;

;

«

Carter

■». Kenosha,

29

2

id., 599

Tenney

v. Lenz, id., 566

overruling Attorney

;

^

129.

Fire

General

v.
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The exemptions commonly made by express statute are based
upon reasons so forcible that tbey have seldom been contested.
We refer now to the exemptions of tools of trade; of the limited
personal property of very poor persons ; the property of corporations or associations devoted exclusively to the work of public
charity, or in other directions where what they accomplish operates in the relief of public burdens, and the like. Exemptions of
t'le pn)|)f'rLv of religious societies, and of persons or corporations
engaged in instruction, have not passed unchallenged on the score
of right and policy ; but the power to make them is unquestioned.

And upon

subject of exemptions, the following rules
are deduced from the authorities :
1. The general rieht to make exemptions is involved in the
the general

right to apportion taxes, and must be understood to exist wherever it is not forbidden.^
The right is supposed to be exercised
on reasons of state policy, and presumptively such exemptions
contribute to the general public benefit.^
Exemptions thus granted on considerations of public policy,
may be recalled whenever the legislative view of public policy
shall have changed.
To the individuals, corporations or associa2.

tions benefited

by them, they are to be regarded as favors or
privileges merely, to continue during the pleasure of the sovereignty, and there can be no breach of faith — certainly no want
of power — in terminating them at anytime. Cases illustrative
of this principle are cited on
1 Butler's
V.

North,

N. J.,

a

previous page.'

Appeal, 73 Penn. St., 448.

Mo., 464; Hill v. Higdon,
Indianapolis «. Sturdevant,

27

312 ;

People v. Colman, 4 Cal., 46 ; State
Ohio, N. S., 243; State v. Parker, iiS
24 Ind., 391.
See

5

homestead is sometimes exempted, and Avhen it is, if it is taxed with
a part, the sale of tlie whole for taxes is void.
Pirn V. Clemans, 19 Iowa, 372, 874; Stewart v. Corbin, 25 id., 144. An exemption from taxation of all property employed in manufactures, was assumed
to be valid in Gardiner C. & W. Factory Co. v. Gardiner, 5 Grcenl., 133. New
^ The

the tract of which it forms

York

once had a statute which exempted from taxation the buildings, machinery and manufactured articles in the hands of the manufacturer of every
cotton, woolen or linen manufactory within the state.
See Columbian Manf.

Co. «. Vanderpool, 4 Cow., 556. Such exemptions are much less questionable
and much less pernicious than would be an exemption of the property of a
portion only of those engaged in a particular manufacture, leaving those with
whom they would compete to pay taxes.

J

Ante, p. 54.
10

See

in addition

to cases there cited.

Hospital

v.

Philadelphia,
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The intention to exempt must in any case be expressed in
clear and unambiguous terms ; taxation is the rule, exemption is
3.

the exception.^

All

They embrace
exemptions are to be strictly construed.
This general rule has many
only what is within their terms.
4.

Penn. St., 339 ; Commonwealth v. Fayette, etc., R. R. Co., 55 id., 453 ;
Brewster ij. Hough, 10 N. H., 138 ; St. Joseph v. Railroad Co., 39 Mo., 476 ; State
24

Dulle, 48 id., 383; Tomlinson v. Jessup, 15 Wall., 454. When officers have
power by law to make exemptions in special cases, if they refuse to make one,
the party concerned is without remedy unless an appeal is given by law.

V.

Clinton School District's Appeal,
admissible where an examination

56 Penn.

St., 315.

Such a jjower is only

into facts is essential in order to determico

whether the case is within the general rule of exemption which is prescribed
by law. A general power to exempt property from taxation cannot be conferred by the legislature even upon a municipal corporation.
Brewer Brick
Co.

V.

Brewer, recently decided by the supreme court of Maine.

" Taxation is an act of sovereignty to be performed, so far as it conveniently can be, with justice and
equality to all. Exemptions, no matter how meritorious, are of grace, and
must be strictly construed."
This was said in a case where the court felt
to
hold
that
a
married
woman was subject to a tax for the raising
compelled
of bC'Uuty moneys, though her husband was actually in the military service.
Crawford v. Burrell, 53 Penn. St., 319, 330. See also Lord Colchester v. Kewney,
Law R., 1 Exch., 368 ; Piatt v. Rice, 10 Watts, 353 ; Providence Bank v. Billings, 4 Pet., 514; Minot v. Philadelphia, etc., R. R. Co., or The Delaware Railroad Tiix, 18 Wall., 306; Trask v. Maguire, id , 391 ; Gordon v. Baltimore, 5
Gill, 231; Howell v. Maryland, 3 id., 14; Baltimore ?). State, 15 Md., 376;
Hannibal, etc., R. R. Co. v. Shacklett, 30 Mo., 550; Washington University «.
Rouse, 42 id., 308; Pacific R. R. Co. v. Cass County, 53 id., 17; Stewart v. Davis, 3 Murphy, 344 ; State v. Town Council, 12 Rich. Law, 339 ; Anderson v.
State, 23 Miss., 459; B. & O. R. R. Co. «. Marshall County, 3 W. Va., 319;
SamOB. Wheeling, id., 372; State v. Bank of Smyrna, 3 Houston, 99; Municipality «. Railroad Co., 10 Rob. (La.), 187; Louis Canal Co. «. Commonwealth,
7 B. Monr., 160 ; St. Peters Church v. Scott County, 12 Minn., 395 ; Portland, S.
& P. R. R. Co. 1). City of Saco, 60 Me., 196 ; State v. Parker, 33 N. J., 426 ;
Hart V. Plum, 14 Cal., 148; People v. Whyler, 41 id., 351; Biscoe e. Coulter,
18 Ark., 423 ; Harvard College v. Boston, 104 Mass., 470, 475 ; Orr «. Baker, 4
Ind., 86; City of Indianapolis v.- McLean, 8 id., 328; City of Madison v.
Pitch, 18 id., 33 ; Methodist Church v. Ellis, 38 id.,. 3 ; Washburn College v
Shawnee County. 8 Kans., 344; Vail s. Beach, 10 id., 314; St. Mary's College
V. Crowl, 10 id., 442 ; Miami County v. Brackenridge,
12 id., 114; No. Mo. R.
R. Co. V. Maguire, 20 Wall., 46. A general law c^n the subject of taxation,
manifestly intended as a revision of all laws on the subject, operates to repeal
the previous exemptions which it does not in terms renew. Columbian Manf
Co. 11. Vanderpool, 4 Cow., 5 56; Pox's Adm'rs v. Commonwealth, 16 Grat., 1.
' See
a7ite,

pp. 52-56, and' cases cited in the notes.
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illustrations, one of the most striking of whicli is found in the
The general
case of exemption of church and school property.
exemption of such property from taxation, it is held, will not
exempt them from special assessment for local improvements,
such as the paving and repair of the streets on which they stand,
and the like.
In the leading case, the words of the exemption
" should be taxed
were, that no church or place of public worship
"
by any law of this state."
Upon this the court remarked : The
word

taxes means burdens,

charges or impositions, put or set upon

or property for public uses ; and this is the definition
which Lord Coke gives of the word talliage, 2 Inst, 232 ; and
Lord Holt in Carth., 438, gives the same definition in substance
persons

of the word tax.

The legislature intended by that exemption to
relieve religious and literary institutions from these public burdens, and the same exemption was extended to the real estate

in value fifteen hundred dollars.
But to pay for the opening of a street in the ratio of the benefit
or advantage derived from it is no burden. It is no talliage or
tax within the meaning of the exemption, and has no claim upon
of any minister not exceeding

the public

benevolence.

minister

well

as

and the maxim of law, that qui sentii commodum
onus,
perfectly consistent with the interests of

science and religion."

And yet

these assessments are

a

is

debet sentire

of other persons pay for such an improvement
it is benefited ? There is no inconvenience or

as

-^

in proportion
hardship in

the real estate of a

it,

as

Why should not

legal exer-

Patterson

v. Society,

etc.,

24

N. J.,

8

;

;

g.

,

3

etc.,

6

;

Chegaray

3

'

of New York, 11 Jolins., 77; Bleeker v. Ballou,
Jenkins, Sandf 409 People u. Koper, 35 N. Y., 629
Buffalo City Cemetery c. Buffalo, 46 id., 506; Northern Liberties v. St. Johns
Church, 13 Penn. St., 104; Crawford v. Burrel), 53 id., 219, 220; Second UniK. I., 235; Matter of College St.,
versalist Society v. Providence,
id., 474;
of Mayor,

Matter

Wend., 263

385;

State

Robertson,

d.

id.,

504; State

v. Newark, 27 id., 185; State

v. Mills, 34 id., 177; State «. Newark, 35 id., 157;
Am. Rep., 223; Broadway Baptist Church «. McAtee,
Bush, 508;
Gill, 383, 396; Baltimore
Am. Rep., 480; Alexander D.Baltimore,
Md., 517; LeFevre^. Detroit,
Mich., 586; Kendrick v.
B. Cemetery Co.,
Ohio, 189, 197; Armstrong d. Treasurer of Athens County, 10 id.,
Parquar,
285; Cincinnati College «. State, 19 id., 110; Brewster -». Hough, 10 N. H.,
138 Seymour v. Hartford, '21 Conn., 481 Bridgeport v. N. Y. & N. H. R. Co.,
C,
Church v. Fort Wayne, 36 Ind., 338
36 id., 255 First Presbyterian
10 Am. Rep., 35; Palmer v. Stumph, 29 Ind., 329; Trustees of Church v. Ellis,
38 id.,
Bank of Republic v. Hamilton, 21 111., 53 Canal Trustees v. Chi;

S.

;

;

;

8

7

2

8

5

8

10

3
;

S.

C,
C,

;

S.
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of the taxing

cise

power,

and can

only be justified

on that

cago, 12 id., 403; Chicago v. Colby, 20 id., 614; McBride v. Cliicago, 22 id.,
574 ; Peoria v. Kidder, 26 id., 351 ; Pleasant !). Kost, 29 id., 490, 494 ; Paine v.
Co. ■». Alexandria, 17
Spratley, 5 Kans., 525; Orange & Alexandria K.
Gratt,, 176; Crowley v. Copeley, 3 La. An., 329; La Payette v. Orphan Asylum,

R

1; Rooney ?). Brown, 21 id., 51; St. Louis Public Schools v. St. Louis,
Mo., 468; Slieehan v. Good Samaritan Hospital, 50 id., 155; S. C, 11 Am.
Eep., 413 ; Lockwood v. St. Louis, 24 ,Mo., 20 (sewer tax) ; Emery v. Gas Co.,
28 Cal. 345; Taylor v. Palmer, 81 id., 340; Hale v. Kenosha, 29 Wis., 599;
Seamen's Friend Society «. Boston, 116 Mass., 181; Agricultural Society v.
Worcester, id., 189. The real estate belonging to the board of public schools
of the city of St. Louis, is liable to be assessed under and by virtue of the
ordinances of the city of St. Louis, for the construction of sewers, paving of
sidewalks, opening of streets, etc. St. Louis Public Schools b. City of St. Louis,

4 id.,
26

26 Mo., 468.

Some of the exemptions in these cases seem very strong and comprehensive,
but they were generally applied only to the customary taxes.
The following
instances may be given : In Baltimore v. Cemetery Company, an exemption
from "any tax or public imjjosition whatever " was held to apply only to
"taxes or impositions levied or imposed for the purpose of revenue," and not
" such charges as are inseparably incident to
to relieve the cemetery from
its location in regard to other property ;" e. g., an assessment for paving the

In Buffalo City Cemetery v. Buffalo, 46 N. Y., 506, where the
" all public taxes, rates and assessments,"
cemetery was by law exempt from
" We
it was held not exempt from a paving assessment.
Folger, J., saj's :
think that the current of authorities in this and some of the sister states runs
street in front.

to this result:

that public taxes, rates and assessments,

are those

which

are

levied and taken out of the property of the person assessed, for some public
or general use or purpose, in which he has no direct, immediate and peculiar
interest; being exactions from him towards the expense of cari-ying on the
government, either directly and, in general, that of the whole commonwealth,
or more mediately and particularly through the intervention of municipal
corporations
upon

;

and that those charges and impositions which are laid directly
in a circumscribed locality, to effect some work of local

the property

a

it

;

is

it,

convenience, which in its result is of peculiar advantage and importance to
the property, especially assessed for the expense of
are not public but are
local and private so far as this statute
concerned."
In Patterson v. Society,
"
etc., 24 N. J., 385, the exemption was from " taxes, charges and impositions
but
was held not to extend to an assessment for grading and paving street.

N. J., 185, the exemption was from " charges and impositions," and the same ruling was had. In Bridgeport «. N. Y. & N. H. R.
E. Co., 36 Conn., 255, the railroad company paid tax which, by its charter,
was to be " in lieu of all other taxes;" but the company was, nevertheless,
street assessment.
held liable to
These cases show that the general inclination has been to confine the application of all such general language to the taxes imposed for ordinary revenue.
has been held that an assessment for altering
But in Massachusetts
street
37

?.

Newark,

a

it

State v.

a

In
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nicety to determine

or even a qualified exemption from taxation

general
case

some portion thereof

of

corporation which employs its means or
in the purchase of property not required for
a

is a civil imposition witliin the meaning of a college cliarter exempting the
" all civil impositions, taxes and rates." Plarvard Colcollege property from
lege

V.

Boston, 104 Mass., 470.

' People V.

Brooklyn,

Society, etc., 24 N.

J.,

4 jST.

385;

Y.,

419; Sharp v. Spier, 4 Hill, 76; Patterson v.
Fuller, 34 id., 227; State v. Newark, 35 id.,

State v.

Weeks ■».Milwaukee, 10 Wis., 342; Motz ». Detroit, 18 Mich., 495;
Baltimore v. Cemetery Co., 7 Md., 517; Glascow «. Rouse, 43 Mo., 479,489;
McComb V. Bell, 2 Minn., 295; Pray v. Northern Liberties, 81 Penn. St., 69;
Walsh V. Mathews, 29 Cal., 133; Chambers v. Satterlee, 40 id., 497; Yeatman
V. Crandall, 11 La. An., 220; Matter of Opening of Streets, 20 id., 497; Reeves
V. Treasurer of Wood Co., 8 Ohio, N. S., 333 ; Hines v. Leavenworth,
3 Kans.,
168, 171;

186.

"
exemption from all taxes and assessments" held to exempt from assessState ». Newark, 36 N. J.,
ments for benefits, as well as from general taxes.

An

13 Am. Rep., 464. Compare Patterson v. Society, etc., 24 N. J., 385 ;
Gilbert,
The
11 Johns., 443; Codman v. Johnson, 104 Mass., 491.
Oswald «.
An exemption
following cases of exemptions maybe specially mentioned:
from a state tax will not preclude the levy of a tax by a city.
Martin v.
Charleston, 13 Rich. Eq., 50. An exemption of charitable societies from taxation, held to embrace the case of a masonic grand lodge, which for fifty
years had not been taxed, this neglect to tax being regarded as having fixed
State v. Addison, 2 S. Car., N. S., 499. An
the construction of the exemption.
universities,
academies
and school houses, held not
of
exemption
colleges,
"
of
fine
as
none
can
claim an exemption unless
arts,
to extend to an academy
the exemption be so clearly expressed in the statute as to admit of no other
construction." Academy of Fine Artss. Philadelphia, 23 Penn. St., 496. The
exemption from taxation of the property of soldiers in actual service will not
Tobin ©.
exempt from a tax actually imposed before the soldier enlisted.
Morgan, 70 id., 389. An exemption of "all houses of religious worship and
the pews and furniture within the same," will exempt only that part of a
building occupied for religious worship, and if other portions are leased for
business purposes, they are taxable. Proprietors v. Lowell, 1 Met., 538. An
exemption of such real estate of literary and scientific institutions " as shall
be actually occupied by them, or by the officers of such institutions for the
purposes for which they were incorporated," held not to extend to a house
built on the real estate of Harvard College and leased by the corporation to
one of the professors for a dwelling; the occupation of a lessee not being
such an occupation as was intended by the statute. Pierce v. Cambridge, 3
Cush., 611. The same exemption held applicable to a farm and tlie farming
stock owned by an educational institution, and by it worked solely to raise
produce and do team work for a boarding house kept to supply students with
board at cost. Wesleyan Academy v. Wilbraham, 90 Mass., 599. Compare

478 ; S.

C,
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the purposes

it

is,

for which its corporate privileges were conferred,
though capable, perhaps, of being made useful and profitable as
an aid in its corporate business.
in each instance,
The question
has been inwhether such property, in the manner in which
J.,

buildUnder an exemption of school buildings,
not exempt.
ing occupied in part for school and in part for other purposes
Wyman v. St. Louis, 17 Mo., 335. An exemption of every school house and
college, incorporated academj' or other
every building erected for the use of
building used and occupied for
seminary of learning, held not to embrace
private boarding school. Chcgaray v. New York, IS N. Y., 220. To tlie same
effect
State v. Boss, 24 N. J., 497.
See
peculiar case, Mass. General Hospital V. Somerville, 101 Mass., 319. Bequests to colleges, etc., held to be taxable under the general statute taxing bequests, though after being received they
■would be exempt under
general provision exempting the property of such
institutions.
Barringer v. Cowan,
Jones' Eq., 436. Exemption from " taxation of every kind" does not exempt from an assessment for street improvements. Sheehan v. Good Samaritan Hospital, 50 Mo., 155. Compare Dunleith,
etc.. Bridge Co. v. Dubuque, 33 la., 427; Brightman d. Kirner, 23 Wis., 54.
Exemption of the stock of railway company from taxation held to include
all property necessary and proper for the purpose of laying, building and
sustaining the road. Ordinary of Bibb County v. Central R. R. Co., 40 Geo.,
646.
Where the sliares of stock in
corporation were exempt from taxation,
the property of the corporation was held to bfc exempt also. Baltimore v. B.
Gill, 288. See State v. Brinin, 23 N. J., 484. A specific
& O. R. R. Co.,
railroad company held to preclude taxation of its property by
state tax on
valuation.
Camden & Amboy R. R. Co. v. Commissioners, 18 id., 11. And
see State v. Cook, 33 id., 338; Cook v. State, 83 id., 473; Douglass v. State, 34
id., 485. A branch road to procure gravel held liable to ordinary taxation.
State V. Hancock, 33 id., 315. Compare State «. Hancock, 35 id., 537. A provision in railroad charter was th at " all machines, wagons, vehicles or carriages,
belonging to tlie company, with all its works and all the property which may
accrue from the same, shall be vested in the respective shareholders forever,
in proportion to their respective shares, and shall be deemed personal estate, and
3Sr.

497.

a

Eoss, 34

is

V.

a

a

6

a

a

3

a

a

is

a

a

a

a

State

a

exempt from any charge or tax whatever."
This makes all the property of
the company, owned and used for its purposes, personal estate and exempt.
A cily in which the company owns property cannot dispute this exemption
on the ground of its lessening its power to pay its debts. Richmond v. Richmond & DanviUe R. R. Co., 21 Grat., 604. General exemption of the property
of corporation from taxation construed to include the franchise.
Wilming-

V. Reid, 13 Wall., 364; Raleigh,
etc.. Railroad Co. v. Reid, 13 id.,
Berry, 17 N. J., 80; Camden & Amboy R. R. Co. •». Hillegas, 18
Id., 11; Same v. Commissioners of Appeal, id., 71. An exemption of the
" stock" of corporation
an exemption of its gross income also, it being
to
the
stock.
an
State «. Hood, 15 Rich. Law, 177.
accessory
but
Capital, has been held, signifies the actual estate, whetlier in money or
owned by an individual or corporation.
property, which
In reference to

ton R. R. Co.

a

is

v.

a

is

it

269; State
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within the intent of the exemption?

The general inclination of the courts has been to hold, that a
charter which provides for a certain tax, and " that no other tax
or impost shall be levied or assessed" upon the corporation, will

it

it,

exempt from taxation all the property held by
necessary to
effect the purpose of the incorporation, but not other property
held by
which, though convenient and tending to increase the
is

not necessary to the corporation and its business.
But
always
question of special construction and not of
a

this

is

profits,

general law.^

a

a

2

1

;

4

;

3

;

a

it

a

5

is

it

the aggregate of the sum subscribed and paid in, or to be
corporation,
paid in, by the shareholders, with tlio addition of profits on tlie residue, after
the deduction of losses. People v. Commissioners of Taxes, 23 N. Y., 192, 219.
In Mechanics' etc. Bank v. Townsend,
Blatch., 315, capital was held not to
include surplus earnings, though undivided.
A railroad company paid the state specific tax under
law which provided that
should not " be assessed with any tax on its lands, buildings or
Held not to preclude municipal taxation.
equipments."
Orange & Alexandria R. R. 1). Alexandria, 17 Grat., 176. Compare this with Richmond ■».Richmond & Danville R. R. Co., 21 id., 604, where an exemption from " any charge
or tax whatsoever " was held to cover municipal as well as state taxes.
See
also Southern R. R. Co. s. Jackson, 88 Miss., 334; Neustadt v. Illinois Central
R. R. Co., 31 111., 484; Gardner v. State, 21 N. J., 557.
Effect of consolidation of railways on previous exemption of one of the
roads. See Tomlinson v. Branch, 15 Wall., 460 Charleston v. Branch, id.,
470.
An exemption from taxation of " property necessarily used in operating
the railroad," held to apply to an inn used exclusively by persons arriving and
departing on the railroad. Milwaukee, etc., R. R. Co. u. Board, etc., of Crawford County, 29 Wis., 116. Por other cases of special exemption, see State
Ind., 43 Orr v. Baker,
id., 86 Lord v. Litchfield, 36
Bank v. Madison,
J.,
v.
35
N.
40.
And
see Rex v. Calder,
Conn., 116; State
Haight,
B. & Aid.,
263; State v. Minton, 23 N. J., 529; Philadelphia, etc., R. R. Co. v. Bayless,
Gill, 355; State v. Norwich & Worcester E. R. Co., 30 Conn., 290; Armstrong
1). Athens Co., 16 Pet., 281.
An exemption for the benefit of
religious society ceases on its making
New Haven v. Sheffield, 30 Conn., 160. And as to strict
sale of the property.
construction in general, see Erie Railway v. Pennsylvania, 21 Wall., 492.

Wliere

is

is

a

is

a

'

canal
exempt from taxation the toll house
not taxable.
Co.
v.
Commissioners
Nav.
of
Berks
Co.,
11
Penn.
St., 202.
Schu3'lkill
exempt, this will cover its water stations and depots, but
Where railroad
not warehouses, coal lots, coal shutes, machine shops, wood yards etc., which
are only necessary to the profits to be made by the company. Railroad ». Berks
8

6

id., 70. See Lehigh Co. ». Northampton,
County,
W. & S., 331; Wayne
V. Delaware & Hudson Canal Co., 15 Penn. St., 351, 357, where the sub-

Co.
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Inyidious exemptions.
■would seem,

it
ought to be either made on the basis of contract, in

An exemption,

which case the public is supposed

to be admissible,

to receive

a

full equivalent

lengtli; N. Y. & Erie R. R. Co. v. Sabin, 26 id., 242;
Co., 30 id., 232; Lacltawaaa Iron Co. v.
of
Luzerne
Co., 42 id., 424; Milwaulcee, etc., R. R. Co., v. Supervisors
Crawford, 29 Wis., 116; Milwauliee, etc., R. R. Co. d. Milwaulice, 34 id., 271;
Orange, etc., R. R. Co. v. Alexandria, 17 Grat., 176, wliicli does not allow the
implied exemptions; Vermont Cent. R. R. Co. v. Burlington, 28 Vt., 198;
Souhegan Nail, etc., Factory «. McConike, 7 N. H., 309; Gardiner «. State, 21
N. J., 557; States. Mansfield, 23 id., 510 ; State «. Flavoll, 24 id., 370; State
». Blundell, 24 id., 402; State v. Belts, 24 id., 555; State v. Newark, 25 id.,
315 ; State «. The Collector of Newark, 26 id., 519 ; State Treasurer v. Somcrville & Easton Railroad Co., 28 id., 21 ; State v. Elizabeth, 28 id., 103 ; State
■B. Lester, 29 id., 541 ; State i>. Hancock, 83 id., 315 ; Hannibal & St. Joseph
Railroad Co. v. Shacklett, 30 Mo., 550 ; State v. H. & St. Jo. R. R. Co., 87 id.,
265; Boston & Me. R. R. Co. v. Cambridge, 8 Cush., 287; Wilmington R. R.
ject is considered

West

Chester

at

Gas Co. «. Cliester

V. Reid, 13 Wall., 264, 268, per Davis, J.
An exemption to a railroad company of" all machines, wagons, vehicles or
cai'riages belonging to the company, with all their works," etc., held to apply
to their real estate as well as to their rolling stock. Richmond v. Richmond
& Danville R. R. Co., 21 Grat., 604, citing Baltimore v. B. & O. R. R. Co., 6
Gill, 238. A provision that a certain tax on the capital and debts of railroad
"
companies sliould take the place of all other taxes on railroads and horse
raib'oad property and franchises," held to exempt propei-ty whether used for
railroad purposes or not. Osboru v. N. Y. & N. H. R. R. Co., 40 Conn., 491.
And see in general. The Tax Cases, 12 G. &. J. 117.
A general exemption of railroad property from taxation has been said to be
coextensive with the right of the railroad company to take property for its use
by condemnation, and that the limit of such right is the limit of the exemption. State V. Hancock, 83 N. J., 315; Milwaukee, etc., R. R. Co. «. Milwaukee, 34 Wis., 271.
The act incorporating the Illinois Central Railroad Company provides as
follows : " The * * * stock, jaroperty and assets belonging to said company shall be listed by the president, secretary, or other oflBcer, with the auditor of state, and an annual tax for state purposes shall be assessed by the
auditor upon all the property and assets of every name, kind and description

Co.

Whenever the taxes levied for state purposes
belonging to said corporation.
shall exceed three-fourths of one per cent, per annum, such excess shall be
deducted from the gross proceeds or income herein required to be paid by
said corporation to the state, and the said corporation
is hereby exempted

from all taxation of every kind except as herein provided for." Seld, that
this exemption did not apply to a wharf boat and to a steamboat used
principally in conveying the passengers and freight from the terminus
of the road to the terminus of another railroad, thus making connections. Illinois Central R. R. i'. Irvin, Sup. Court 111., 1875, 7 Chicago Legal News, 286.
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policy, such as might justify a pension or
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ground of public
a donation of the

public funds on some general rule of which all who come
It is difficult to conceive
■within it may have the benefit.^
exemption law which selects single individuals or corporations, or single articles of property, and taking them oub
of an

of the class to which they belong, makes them the subject
of capricious legislative favor.
Such favoritism could make
no

pretense

to

equality

legitimate tax legislation.

;

it would lack the

It

is

semblance

certain that municipal

of

bodies

or taxing officers have no authority to make such. exemptions
unless expressly empowered by legislation ; and to make any
would render invalid the whole tax roll on which the exempted
The motives of the
property or person ought to have appeared.
exemption or the beneficial purposes expected to be accomplished
No man is obliged'' to be more
by it can make no difference.
than
the
law requires ; each may stand strictly on his
generous
legal rights, and refuse to submit to any 'exaction that purposely
is made more burdensome to him than the rules of law permit.^
'

"A common burden should be sustained by common contributions, regulated
by some fixed general rule, and apportioned according to some uniform ratio
Thus, if a capitation or personal tax be levied it must be imof equality.
posed on all free citizens equally and alilce, or if an ad valorem or specifio tax
laid on property, it must be laid equally, according to value or kind, on all
the property, or on each article of the same kind, owned by every citizen ;
and no citizen or class of citizens owning any property of the kind subject to
taxation can be exempted constitutionally on any other ground than that of
be

valuable

might

and peculiar public services

be entitled to

enjoy exclusive

;

for otherwise

one man or set of men
or legal exemptions which

privileges,
are substantially the same, without the only constitutional consideration of
public services." JRobertaon, Ch. J., Button's Heirs v. Louisville, 5 Dana, 38,
31.

' Per Paine, J., in Weeks s. Milwaukee, 10 Wis., 343, 263. The case was one
of an exemption of a block in the city of Milwaukee on which a hotel was
about to be constructed ; the common council directing it to be made " in view
of the great public benefit which the construction of the hotel would be to the
city." Compare Exchange Bank v. Hines, 3 Ohio, N. S., 1; Adams v. Beman,
In Henry v. Chester, 15 Vt., 460, a tax list was held void on
10 Kansas, 37.
two grounds; "1. The plain and obvious requisitions of the statute in regard
to making up were disregarded, both by important and essential omissions,
and by arbitrary additions without even the color of right or legal warrant. If
this may be done and still the list be regarded as legal, so might it with equal
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The legislature is equally powerless if the constitution has pre-

scribed a rule of equality which forbids exemptions.' Such a
rule, it has been seen, is prescribed by the constitutions of some
of the states, which in terms or by necessary implication require
all private property in the state to be taxed in proportion to its
value.^

Accidental omissions from taxation.

It has

been decided

in

omissions from taxation, of persons or property that should be taxed, occurring through the negligence or default of officers to whom the execution of the taxing

a number of cases that accidental

propriety if the entire real estate in town were omitted or inserted wliolly at
random, witliout even the form of an appraisal." See State v. Branin, 23 N.
J., 484; Hersey e. Supervisors, etc., 16 Wis., 185; Crosbys. Lyon, 37 Cal.,
242; Primm v. Belleville, 59 111., 142; Kneeland ». Milwaukee, 15 Wis., 454;
Smith t). Smith, 19 id., 615; People v. McCreery, 34 Cal., 433. Including in
the assessment persons who are not liable, and against whom a tax cannot bo
enforced, does not invalidate the tax against the rest. Inglee v. Bosworth, 5
Pick.. 498. See Dillingham v. Snow., 5 Mass., 547.
An illegal exemption by the common council of one man from a sewer tax
will not authorize another to have his tax enjoined where it appears that his
Page v. St. Louis, 20 Mo., 136.
payment is not increased by the exemption.
The principle is that no one is to be heard to complain of that which works
no injury to him.
See Sanford «. Dick, 15 Conn., 447; Case e. Dean, 16

Mich.,
'

12.

In Gilman

Sheboygan, 2 Black, 510, it was held that under a constituprovision requiring that " the rule of taxation shall be uniform, and

tional

v.

taxes shall be levied upon such property as the legislature shall prescribe,"
it was not competent to provide that a tax for a special improvement should
be laid exclusively on real estate. The cases of Weeks «. Milwaukee, 10

Wis.,

Knowlton v. Supervisors of Rock Co., 9 id., 410; Lumsden v.
id., 282, and Attorney General v. Plankroad Co., 11 id., 35, 42, are
referred to as having settled the construction of the constitution of the state
which would forbid the sweeping exemption of personal property. It is to
242;

Cross,

10

law of the state at that time required the taxation
of " all property, real and personal, not expressly exempted therefrom." Com
pare Bright v. MoCullough, 27 Ind., 223 ; Primm v. Belleville, 55 111., 142. In
assessing by benefits the tax will be void if it appears that exemptions are
made of property which should be taxed. Alexander v. Baltimore, 5 Cill,

be observed that the general

383, 390.

Compare Page

v. St.

Loui^, 20 Mo., 136.

O'Kane «. Treat, 25 111., 557, 561 and other cases already cited. A
provision that all real property shall be subject to taxation
exemptions, amounts to a prohibition of further exenumerated
certain
with
Oliver,
25 Ark., 289.
v.
Fletcher
emptions.
2 See

constitutional
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laws is intrusted, wonld not have the effect to vitiate the whole
tax. The reasons for this conclusion are summarized in one of
the cases as follows : " The execution of these laws is necessarily
intrusted to men, and men are fallible, liable to frequent mistakes
If such errors on the part of
of fact, and errors of judgment.
those who are attempting in good faith to perform their duties
should vitiate the whold tax, no tax could ever be collected.
And therefore, though they sometimes increase improperly the
burden of those paying taxes, the rule which holds the tax not
thereby avoided is absolutely essential to the continuation of the
government."
J., in

^

It

seems difficult

to resist

the force of this rea-

Milwaukee, 10 Wis., 243, 263, wliere the following
upon; Speer v. Braintree, 34 Vt., 414; State v. The
Collector of Jersey City, 24 N. J., 108 ; Insurance Co. v. Yard, 17 Penn. St.,
See also State v. Randolph,
331; Williams i). School District, 31 Pick., 75.
25 N. J., 427, 431; Smith v. Smith, 19 Wis., 615; Schofield v. Watkins, 22 111.,
34 Cal., 432.
66 ; Dunhajn «. Chicago, 55 id., 357, 361 ; People ». MoCreery,
In Watson v. Princeton, 4 Met., 599, 602, Shaw, Ch. J., says that the case of omission, through error of judgment or mistake of law, to tax property that should
he taxed, can give no right of action to recover back any portion of the tax
paid by another. " Various other remedies may be resorted to to secure just
The law is strict in requiring that the whole valuation
and legal taxation.
shall be laid before the tax paying inhabitants, in order that any omission,
mistake or irregularity may be corrected before the tax is collected.
It is for
the interest of the town, and of the inhabitants generally, that each inhabitant
liable should be taxed, and to the extent of his liability; and therefore it must
be presumed to be the inclination of assessors to impose rather than omit a
tax, in case of doubt, leaving the Individual aggrieved to raise the question if
he shall think tit. And the final remedy, if the inhabitants believe that their
are acting upon erroneous principles, is to elect others in their
assessors
See also George v. School District, 6 Met., 497; Dean ii. Gleason, 16
places."
Wis., 1. There has been some disposition in Illinois to hold that, even in the
case of intentional omissions, the parties aggrieved should be left to their remedy against the assessor, and the tax roll sustained.
Schofield «. Watkins, 23
111., 72 ; Merritt v. Farris, 32 id., 303, 311 ; Dunham ». Chicago, 55 id., 357, 361.
But see Primm v. Belleville, 59 id., 143. In Muscatine v. Railroad Co., 1 Dill.,
536, 543, Mr. Justice Miller, at the circuit, had occasion to consider the efiect
of omitting to tax certain property which, as it was claimed, the constitution
expressly required should be taxed with all other. He said : " A statute of
Iowa exempts railroad property from all other taxes except one per cent, per
annum paid into the state treasury.
The constitution of the state declares
that all taxation shall be uniform. Whether this constitutional provision (the
exact terms of which I have not attempted to state) renders the statute void,
ia a question upon which the supreme court of this state has twice, as
am
^Paine,

Weeks

v.

cases are cited and relied

I
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it applies to the case of a mistake of law with the

Indeed where
same cogency as to the case of a mistake of fact.
the omission has occurred through no purpose to evade or disrewhich produced it seems wholly

gard official duty, the occasion
immaterial.^

If

tbe question wag presented to the circuit
informed, been equall}' divided.
court by way of supervisory control over the otHcers, who, under its command, are collecting this tax, whether this railroad property should be

I

I

do not see how it could avoid
confess
am asked to
an
to
order
assess the property,
deciding it. But, instead of
This, it will be
declare all other assessments void, because it is not assessed.
assessed

the same as other property,

I

I

can only enjoin its col'
seen, is a very diflferent question; and it is clear that
lection on the ground that it is void.
The case of Oilman v. Sheboygan, 2
Black, 510, is relied on as authority for the latter proposition. In that case,
after the city of Sheboygan had issued bonds in- aid of a railroad, the legislature of that state passed an act declaring that the tax to pay these bonds should
The constitution of
be assessed exclusively on the real estate of the city.

Wisconsin has a provision similar to the one referred to in the constitution of
Iowa, and the supreme court of the United States held this attempt to make a
part only of the taxable property of the city resjionsible for this particular
debt, was a violation of the constitution, which rendered the tax levied under
that statute void.
" In the case before us there is no attempt to render any species of
property
liable to taxation for any specific debt, or class of debts, but an exemption of
the railroad from all other burdens in consideration
may be more or less than its share of such burden.

of

a definite sum,

which

"Whether this exemption

forbidden by the constitution or not, I am quite clear that it does not
render void the tax which is levied upon other property.
" The case of Oilman v. Sheboygan does not go so far as this, either in the
facts on which it is grounded, or the reasous by which the judgment was sustained. There is a manifest difference between an attempt to impose the enlire burden of a debt already incurred by a municipality, upon a particular
species of property, and the attempt to exempt a species of property from all
other taxation, in consideration of a sum supposed to be its just share of the
It is not inappropriate to look to the consequences of
general public burden.
holding that this failure to assess the railroads renders all other tax void. It
applies to the tax assessed for all other purposes as well as this tax. Every
nonresident holder of property in the state could apply to me and insist on an
injunction against the tax on his property. And if the state judges believe
it to be void, they would be bound on the same principle to suspend the collecfi(m of all taxes throughout the entire state.
A proposition which loads
inevitably to such a result can not be sound. I cannot therefore grant an injunction on this ground, whether railroad property is liable to taxation or not."
be

v. McCreery, 34 Cal., 433, where the mistake was one of law,
was held not to be fatal.
the
omission
but

'See People
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A

Inyidious assessments.

tax when assessed by valuation
may be made unequal and oppressive by the unfairness with
which the valuation is made. The remedies for an excessive
valuation we have no purpose to consider in this place
long more properly to a subsequent part of the work.
eral rule, a tax cannot depend for its validity upon the

;

they be-

As

a gen-

ability to

is

it

it,

Value is matter
justify it to the satisfaction of a court or jury.
of opinion, and when the law has provided officers upon whom
the opinion of these officers to
the duty is imposed to make
The court cannot
which the interests of the parties are referred.
sit in judgment upon their errors, nor substitute their own
opinions for the conclusions the officers of the law have reached.

It

a

a

it

is

that there may be circumstances under
Supwhich the action of these officers will not be conclusive.
that
peradventure,
admitted, or established beyond
pose
possible, however,

a

by the law to apportion
public officer who has been empowered
certain burdens among the citizens, as in his judgment shall be
fraudulent purpose, and instead of
just, has been actuated by
attempting to carry the law into effect, has wholly disregarded its
m.andate, declined to bring his judgment to bear upon the question submitted to him, and arbitrarily, with the intent and purpose

"

A

question,

it

Such

a

would

seem,

be that the citizen

?

to be unquestioned or unquestionable, can
has no remedy against the wrong intended

it

a

to defeat the equity at which the law aims, has determined to imparticular citizen. Suppose this
pose an excessive burden upon

could admit of but one answer.

to accomplish

He

is

ments, his cupidity or his malice.

;

is

discretionary power cannot excuse an officer for refusal to exerHis judgment
cise his discretion.
not his resentappealed to
the instrument of the law

His judgment may indeed be final

means of prevention.

if

a

;

a

particular end, through specified means and when
he purposely steps aside from his duty to inflict
wanton injury,
in
him
has
not
disarmed the law of the
the confidence reposed
he

Merrill

v

»

Assessor indeed are clothed with

Humphrey,

24

Mich,,

170.

Sec Same Case, 11

a

correction."'

it,

but an arbitrary and capricious exertion of
official authority, being without law, and done to defeat the purpose of the law, must, like all other wrongs, be subject to the law's
shall exercise

power which

Law Reg., N.

S.,
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is quasi judicial, but fraud vitiates even the most solemn judgments of courts, and the action of these quasi judicial bodies cannot stand on any higher ground.
It may be that all presumptions should

to protect them against
personal actions at the suit of parties aggrieved, but such presumptions cannot preclude inquiry when their action is questioned for
fraud. The policy of the law may protect the person, but it
would be defeated if legal effect should be given to such frauduso

far favor their action

as

lent levies.*

Duplicate taxation.

It

has been remarked on a preceding

that when personal property is taxed, duplicate taxation is
sometimes imposed.
By this was meant that such property sometimes, after being subjected to one levy for the support of governpage^

ment for the current year, is by a change

jected to taxation

a

of circumstances subsecond time for the support of government

Such a case would generally occur in
during the same period.
consequence of the removal of the property, after the listing in
with note by Judge Eedfield.
See also Albany, etc., R. R. Co. v. Canaan,
Barb., 244; BuflFalo, etc., R. R. Co. u. Erie County, 48 N. Y., 93; Western
R. R. Co. V. Nolan, 48 id., 513 ; Fuller v. Gould, 20 Vt, 043, 644 ; Stearns v. Miller,
25 id., 20; Wilson v. Marsh, 34 id., 352; State i>. Central Pacific R. R. Co., 7
208,
16

Kev., 99. That neither a state nor a municipality has a right to discriminate in taxatiou between residents and nonresidents,
see ante, p. 64; City
Council of Charleston ads. State, 3 Speers L., 719 ; Nashville v. Althorp, 5
Cold., 554.
Compare Jones v. Columbus, 25 Geo., 610, where it was held
competent to discriminate between residents and nonresidents of a city in
the taxation of slaves employed therein.
But any such discrimination must
be expressl}' authorized by law.
Robinson ». Charleston, 2 Rich., 317.
The recent case of Adams v. Beaman, 10 Kansas, 37, should be considered
in connection with the Michigan and Wisconsin cases referred to in this and
the succeeding note.
' See Lefferts ». Supervisors

of Calumet,

Wis., 688, where it was decided that
would be restrained where the taxing oflBcers in their
assessment had fraudulently discriminated against the complainant ; Merrill v.
Humphrey, 24 Mich., 17, a similar case with the same holding; Milwaukee Iron Co. 11. Hubbard, 29 Wis., 51, approving and following the case
See also Mason v. Lancaster, 4 Bush, 406, 408.
first cited.
Inequality in a
legal sense is not produced by certain tax paj'ers taking proceedings which
vacate an assessment as to them, while others, who have lost the like right by
delay, remain taxed, especially when the lands relieved are liable to reassessment. Matter of DeLancy, 52 N. Y., 80.
the collection

»

Ante, p. 28.

of

a tax
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jurisdiction, into another where the time of listing was later.
A system of indirect taxes, combined with a system of general taxation by value, must often have the effect to duplicate the
burden upon some species of property or upon some persons, and
the taxation of stockholders in a corporation, and also of ihe corone

There is
poration itself must sometimes produce a like result.
also sometimes what seems to be a double taxation of the same
property to two individuals ; as where the purchaser of property
on credit is taxed on its full value, while the seller is taxed to the
same amount on the debt.'

How this would operate may be

" all
" to be " taxed in
property
proportion to its value," it is held not competent to exempt solvent debts from
'

In California,

wliose constitution

requires

People v. McCreery, 34 Cal., 432 ; People v. Yerke,
Black Diamond Co., 37 id., 54; People v. Whartenby,
38 id., 461. For a decision to the same purport in Illinois, see Trustees v. McConnell, 12 111., 138. The fact that the debt is secured by mortgage on propPeople v. Eddy, 43 Cal.,
erty which is also taxed, can make no difference.
331 ; compare Lick v. Austin, id., 590.
But in Savings and Loan Society v.
Austin, 46 id., 415,the majority of the court held that a debt/or money loaned,
taxation to the creditor.

35 id., 677;

People

v.

if the mortgaged property was also taxed. The reasoning of the court may be thus summarized ;
the debt is taxed, the mortgagee will take this into account in
making the loan, and it goes to increase the interest he demands. In effect,
■which -was secured by mortgage, could not be taxed to the creditor

If

therefore, the tax on the debt will be paid by the mortgagor. But he also pays
the tax on the property, and consequently duplicate taxation is imposed upon
him. This reasoning, if applied universally to indirect taxation, would keep
the boards very busy in correcting the inequalities of tax legislation. And

why it should

be

apparent, since

limited

if all

of a loan secured by mortgage, is not very
for property sold are taxed, it may with consider-

to the case

debts

able plausibility be argued that the seller has anticipated the tax and added it
to the price, so that the purchaser pays twice when he comes to pay the assessment on the property bought.
But then, whether the tax does increase the interest demanded on the loan, must depend on circumstances.
all loans are

If

taxed, it may be conceded that the interest will be increased ; but if only a
part of them are taxed, those making the taxed loans may not be able to add
the tax to the ihterest. In a locality, for instance, in which nonresidents were
loaning money freely, a resident might be compelled to submit to a loss of the

?

inequalities.

a

is

is

it,

tax in order to be able to make any loans at all. And then one v/ho has borrowed money without security may be taxed on that, or on what he hasbouo-ht
with
and if the lender
faxed on the loan, why
not this also
case of
duplicate taxation
These are suggestions merely, but they may serve to indicate the labyrinth of difficulties into which the courts would be thrown if
the effects of taxation were thus to be traced up for the purpose of
correcting
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readily perceived by supposing the extreme case that all the property in a town is sold on credit, in which case, if the property is
taxed to the purchasers, and the debts to sellers, it is manifest
that the town taxes twice as much wealth as lies within its
borders.

Now, whether there is injustice in the taxation in every instance in which it can be shown that an individual who has been
direcLly taxed his due proportion is also compelled indirectly to
It is
contribute, is a question we have no occasion to discuss.
snfJficient for our purposes to show that the decisions are nearly,
if not quite, unanimous in holding that taxation is not invalid because of any such unequal results.^

It

cannot be too distinctly
borne in mind, that any possible system of tax legislation must
inevitably pi-oduce unequal and unjust results in individual instances

;

and

if inequality in result must defeat the general law,

then taxation becomes impossible, and governments must fall
back upon arbitrary exactions.
But no such impracticable prinWhile equality and justice
ciple is recognized in i-evenue laws.

It is no objection to a tax graduated by tbe amount of a merchant's sales,
that a part of the goods sold had been purchased of another who had paid a
tax thereon. Mayes v. Erwine, 8 Humph., 390.
The money of a depositor may be taxed to him, and the deposits of the bank,
'

including this, may also be taxed to the bank. Yuba Co. v. Adams, 7 Cal.,
And see other cases further on.
Income may be taxed though invested in real estate which is taxed the same
year. Lott v. Hubbard, 44 Ala., 593.
Income, as used in a statute exempting incomes from taxation, held to mean
Wilcox v. Middlesex County, 103
the creation of capital, industry and skill.
Mass., 544. lucome means that which comes in and is received from any
business or investment of capital without reference to the oulgoing expenditures. Profits, on the other hand, are understood to mean the net gain of any
business or investment, taking into account both receipts and payments. Income, as applied: to the aflfairs of individuals, expresses the same idea that
revenue does when applied tothe affairs of government.
People ii. Supervisors of Niagara, 4 Hill, 30, affirmed 7 Hill, 504. As to difference between
" annual value " and " annnal income," see Troy Iron and
Nail Factory v.
Winslow, 45 Barb., 331. There is a case in Texas in which the indirect results of taxaticm were followed up somewhat sharply.
The law subjected " all
property-, real and personal'," with certain exceptions, to taxation.
A planter
was taxed on his corn and cotton, but contested the tax as duplicate, because
he had already been taxed on his slaves and mules by which he produced the
corn and cotton. The objection was found by the court to be insurmount35.

able.

State V. Jones, 5 Texas, 883.
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are constantly to be aimed at, impossibilities are not demandedTax legislation must be practical.^ It is one of the reasons for
indirect taxes, and other taxes than those on property by

levying
exvalue, that they tend to diminish the inequalities that would
The
ist if a single species of taxation only were to be levied.
law has
legislature must judge of the general result, and when the
as
apportioned the tax, individual hardships must be regarded
which are incident to regular governThe same necessity that justifies any taxation will justify
ment.
and sustain any reasonable provisions for giving it effect. The
necessity of the state and reasonable provisions for the security
among the inconveniences

of the individual must be equally considered ; the state is no more
to be deprived of its revenue, because of individual hardship, resulting from general rules, than is the individual to be stripped of
his property without law, because in its necessity the state finds it
more convenient to take

it thus than by regular proceedings.

incidental hardship or inconvenience must be submitted

The
to in

either case.

These general views have often been declared by able jurists.
"Property," it is said in one case, "is liable in many cases to be
taxed twice, when it would appear difficult or unsafe to make
Thus, stock in trade may be taxed
provision by law to prevent.
to the owner, while he may be indebted for

it to many persons,

who may be taxed for those debts or the money loaned to purEeal estate may be taxed to a mortgagor in possession
chase it.
while the mortgagee is taxed for the money secured by the mort* * * So imperfect are all human institutions, that
gage.
perfect equality in the imposition of burdens is not to be exThese provisions for valuation are not considered to be
in conflict with the general purpose to have all property subjected
to taxation once, and only once at the same time." ^ " The power
pected.

'

" There is nothing poetical

about tax laws.
Wherever they find property
they claim a contribution for its protection, without any special respect to the
owner or his occupation." Lowrie, Oh. J., in Pinley v. Philadelphia, 33 Penn.
St., 381.

'Augusta Bank v. Augusta, 36 Me., 255, 359, per Shepley, Ch. .1. See People
Worthington, 31 III., 171; Kirby v. Shaw, 19 Penn. St., 358; St. Louis Life
Ins. Co. v. Assessors, 56 Mo., 503, per Voris, J. For cases of apparent double
taxation by a tax on business, see Savannah v. Charlton, 86 Geo., 460 ; Burch

v.

11
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to tax twice," it is said in another
once."

1

case,

[CH.

"is

as

ample

as

VI.

to tax

We make out, therefore, no conclusive case against a

71. Savannah, 43

id., 596

;

Saci'amento

v.

Crocker, 16 Cal.,

119 ;

Coulson

■€.Har-

Woolman «. State, 2 Swan, 353. As to tlie impossibility of
avoiding ineqnalities in liigliway taxes, see Hiugliam, etc., Turnpilse Co. v.
Norfolk Co., 6 Allen, 358, 359, per Bigelow, Ch. J.
In Williams «. Cammack, 27 Miss., 309, 224, Handy, J., speaking of a special
levee assessment, says: "Nor is it any objection to the constitutionality of
Every revenue l>ill,
the act that it operates injuriously upon the appellant.
and every work of public improvement must, more or less, have such an effect. But they must be submitted to as the necessary action of the machinery
of government, and as individual sacrifices to the general good, in order that
This principle rests
the advantages of the social compact may be enjoyed.
on the very foundatisns of society, and is illustrated in every day's experience ;
the citizen yielding his natural rights, even of life, liberty or property, to
the public good. But he can only claim immunity when it is secured to him
by the principles of the constitution."
lu People «. Whyler, 41 Cal., 851, 355, a levee tax was objected to as not
equal, because not apportioned according to benefits. The court held that it

ris,

43 Miss., 728;

was required to be apportioned by value, and Rhodes, Ch. J., says: "A tax is
equal and uniform which reaches and bears with the like burden upon all the

property within the given district, county, etc. It bears the like burden when
the valuation of each parcel is ascertained in the same mode — the mode prescribed by law- — and when it is subject to the same rate of taxation as other
property within the district, county, etc. Absolute equality is unattainable,
and the benefits derived or to be derived from the expenditure

of the tax

can-

not be taken into account."

iWest Chester Gas Co. -o. Chester County, 30 Penn. St., 232, per Porter, J.,
cited with approval in Pittsburgh, etc., R. R. Co. v. Commonwealth, 66 Penn.
id., 84. Congress
St., 73, 77-8. See also Erie Railway Co. i>. Commonwealth,
having levied a tax upon an article, is not thereby precluded from levying
another.

Yard,

9

U. S. v. Benson, 2 Cliff., 512. In Philadelphia Savings Fund v.
Penn. St., 359, 361, in referring to the case of The Carlisle Bank, 8

Watts, 291, the following remarks are made: "The horror of double taxation,
manifested in that case, is unsuited to tlie times ; for it has obtained, and must
prevail in the exigencies of the commonwealth; moreover, it is expressly recognized and established by the fith section of the act of 16th April, 1845. It
exists in the case of ground rents, where the ground itself and the reditum
issuing from it are taxed ; in a tax upon a mortgage to the whole value of the
land, and the land itself. And so, where A. borrows money on mortgage and
loans it to C. on bond, and who loans a part of it to D., it is taxed in the curIn the complexity and involutions of busirent of each actual employment.
dollar
is
a
employed
ness,
many times in a day, and in each actual employment represents the property, business, or the person of him wlio uses it. And
in cases of this kind, it is tlie usufruct and not the actual or identical money,
that is taxed."

In

Pittsburgh,

ete,j B.

R. Co.

1>.Commonwealth,

C8

Penn. St.

CH.
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twice the same property for
This may have been intended, and in many

tax, when we show that it reaches
the same purpose.

cases at least, is admissible.*
" It
[the case in judgfollowing remarks are made by the same court:
considered unment] resulted even in double taxation, that has never been
lawful in this state. On the contrary, it is of frequent occurrence. The real
and personal property of a corporation may be taxed, although it pays a tax
on the stock which purchased it. Lackawana Iron Co. v. Luzerne County, 43
Penn. St., 424, 431. See Cai-bon Iron Co. d. Carbon County, 39 Penn. St., 351 ;
West Chester Gas Co. v. Chester County, 30 Penn. St., 333; Philadelphia Sav77, tlie

ings Fund 1). Yard, 9 id., 361. The power of the legislature is as ample to tax
twice as to tax once (30 id., 332) ; and it is done daily, as all experience shows.
Kirby v.
9 id., 861.
Equality of taxation is not required by the constitution.
Shaw, 19 id., 258. The stock may be full taxed to the institution and also to the
stockholders (Whitsell v. Northampton County, 49 id., 526, 539) ; and the stockholder in a corporation of another state is obliged to pay a tax to Pennsylvania
on his stock, he being a resident here, although the whole profit and stock is
subject to taxation in the state of its location." See also Toll-bridge Co. v.
Osborn,

Conn.,

35

J.

503, per Voris,

Louis Life Ins. Co.
In Eyre v. Jacob, 14 Grat.,

7 ; St.

Board of Assessors,

422, a tax on collateral

Mo.,
inherit-

S6

of property was repoints out that it is not a tax on property, but
of succeeding to the inheritance.

ances was sustained against

quired to be uniform.
on the privilege

v.

Lee,

an objection

that taxation

J.,

'

The case of The Toll-bridge Co. i). Osborn, 35 Conn., 7, is a very strong one.
corporation w as chartered to build and maintain a toll-bridge, with power,
" for the purpose of carrying the resolve into effect," to purchase and hold

A

it,

lands not exceeding one hundred acres. The company built the bridge, and
soon after purchased a large quantity of mud flats adjoining the bridge, and
which became of great value and were profitably
erected wharves upon

An

rented.

corporation,

in 1847, provided that the real estate of any private
" above what was required and used for the
transaction of its ap-

act, passed

a

if

propriate business," sliould be liable to be assessed and taxed to the same extent as
owned by individuals. Held, that the real estate thus used by the
company for wharves, was liable to taxation under the statute.
The facts in this case were such, that the property was really taxed several
times. By the decision of the court, the corporation was compelled to pay
this property;

the shareholders

;

a

a

a

paid
tax upon their shares of
stock which represented this property; and the corporation also paid
tax
upon Its capital stock and, furthermore, as
great part of the stock was
tax upon

a

a

a

owned by railway company, they might be taxed as shareholders, and also
upon their capital stock, of which these shares were
part, while the shareholders in the railway company might be required to pay
tax upon their
shares also.

is

it

it

The court held, that
mattered not, so long as the legislative intent was
was the general policy of the law to avoid duplicate taxation,
clear. While
yet, where the meaning of the statutes
clear, the court cannot pronounce
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in which duplicate taxation may be
understood — and which we think is the proper sense — which
would render it wholly inadmissible under any constitution requiring equality and uniformity in taxation. By duplicate taxation in
There is

a sense, however,

requirement that one person or any one
shall directly contribute tivice to the same burden,

this sense is understood
subject

of taxation

the

ivhile other subjects of taxation belonging
to contribide but once.

to the same class

are required

for instance, how a tax on a merchant's stock
by value could be supported, when by the same authority and for
the same purpose the same stock was taxed by value as a part of
his property. This is a very different thing from one tax upon
property and another upon the business, though the latter may

We do not

see,

indirectly reach the property
tion of ultimate effects ; but
only under

a

;

a

different name.

here is no circumlocution, no ques-

tax levied twice on the same subject
The same may be said of a tax on

the property of a corporation and also on the capital which is invested in the property

;

if the latter is taxed

as

property, this also
would be the taxa-

is duplicate taxation, and as much unequal as
tion of a farmer's cattle by value, when on the same basis it is
taxed as a part of his general property. When, for instance, the
money paid in as capital of a manufacturing corporation has been
invested in buildings and machinery, these are what then represent
the capital, and to tax the capital as valuable property distinct from
that which then represents it would be to tax a mere shadow ; ^ it
them invalid because they admit of duplicate taxation.
Manuf. Co. ii. Commonwealth, 69 Penn. St., 137.

'That the capital of

Comijare Jones, etc.,

is represented by the property in which
it has been invested, can hardly require the citation of authorities, but the
following may be referred to. Gordon o. Baltimore, 5 Gill, 331 ; Baltimore v.
a corporation

Baltimore and Ohio E. R. Co., 6 id., 288 ; Tax Cases, 12 Gill and J., 117 ;
Eome R. R. Co. v. Rome, 14 Geo., 375 ; Augusta ». Georgia R. R., etc., Co., 26
id., 651 1 Hannibal, etc., R. R. Co. v. Shacklett, 30 Mo., -^50; Auditor, etc., «.
New Albany, etc., R. R. Co., 11 lud., 570; Conwell v. Connersville, 15 id., 150;
Mutual Ins. Co. u. Supervisors of Erie, 4 N. Y.,442; Salem Iron Factory ■v.
Danvers,10Mass.,515;
Amesbury Woolen, etc., Co. ■o. Amesbury, 17 id., 461;
Boston, etc., Glass Co. v. Boston, 4 Met., 181 ; Boston Water Power Co. v. Boston,
9 id., 199 ; Bangor & Piscataqua R. R. Co. v. Harris, 31 Me., 533 ; Cumberland
Marine R. v. Portland, 87 Me., 444; Savings Bank v. New London, 20 Conn.,
111,117; Bridgeport v. Bishop, 33 id., 187; Toll Bridge Co. -o. Osborn, 35 id.,
7 ; New Haven v. City Bank, 31 id., 106 ; Bank of Cape Fear -o. Edwards, 5
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stand for the substance in order

that it might be taxed, when the substance itself is taxed directly
"We do not speak here of a
under its own proper designation.
taxation of the property and also of the franchise ; those being
two things

as

will be seen further on.

^

against duplicate taxation.

Presumption

It has very

pro-

laws was
perly and justly been held that a construction of the
not to be adopted that would subject the same property to be twice
the express
charged for the same tax, unless it was required by
^
It is a fundawords of the statute, or by necessary implication.

mental maxim in taxation that the same property shall not be
subject to a double tax payable by the same party, either directly
or indirectly ; and where it is once decided that any kind or class
of property is liable to be taxed under one provision of the statutes,
it has been held to follow as a legal conclusion, that the legislature
could not have intended the same property should be subject to
another tax, though there may be general words in the law which
would seem to imply that it may be taxed a second time.

This

^

Fitcliburgh K. R. Co. v. Prescott, 47
of a corpoi-ation,
N. H., 63. For the distinction
v. New York
Bank
of
Commerce
see
and a tax on its capital as property,
v. People,
Wall.,
Bradley
573
;
City, 3 Black, 630 ; Van Allen v. The Assessor, 3
capital
the
4 id., 459. The law of these cases is that where the tax is on

Ired., 516

Smith

;

«.

Exeter, 37 N. H., 556

;

hetween a tax on the franchise

hy

a valuation

it is invalid

as property,

if

the capital is invested

in

nontaxa

hie securities.

'When the capital stock of a corporation is required to be assessed at its
" actual value," this moans above or below the par value according to the fact,
Oswego Starch Factory v. Dolloway, 31 N .Y., 449.
2

Salem Iron, etc., Co. «. Danvers, 10 Mass., 514; Amesbury Woolen, etc., Co.
17 id., 461; Water Power Co. t). Boston, 9 Met, 199, 302 ; Bank of

D.Amesbury,

Georgia «. Savannah, Dudley, 130 ; Gordon's Executors v. Baltimore, 5 Gill, 231 ;
The Tax Cases, 12 Gill and J., 117 ; Savings Bank v. New London, 30 Conn.,

Ill,

117;

R. Co.,

Toll Bridge
40

id., 491;

Co.

v.

Osborn, 35 id., 7; Osborn

Smith v. Burley,

9N. H,423;

v.

N.

Y.

and

Savings Bank

N. H. R.
d.

Ports-

mouth, 53 N. H.,17.
3

Savings Bank

v.

423 and other cases.

Nashua, 46 N. H., 389-398, citing Smith v. Burley, 9 N. H.,
And see Osborn «. N. Y. and N. H. R. R. Co., 40 Conn.,

In State v. Sterling, 20 Md., 503, a law taxed savings banks a certain
percentage on all the deposits held by them on a certain day. Held to be void
because not exempting the investments in securities otherwise taxed or not

491, 494.

taxable at all.
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sound and very just rule of construction, and it has been applied in manj cases where, at first reading of the law, a double
is

a

taxation might seem to have been intended.

^

A few instances

Application of tlie presumption.

in which

this rule of presumption has been applied will show what taxation
has been held to be in effect duplicate taxation, and for that reason
excluded from the general language made use of in tax laws.
shares in any incorporated
taxable
company possessing
property were taxable to the owners
in the towns of their residence respectively. While this was in
force, a manufacturing corporation was assessed under the gen-

Under

a statute

in Massachusetts,

eral law for the taxation of property to its owners, for
and personal estate

It

all its real

in the town where its business was carried

on.

was held that this taxation of shares was by implication to be

regarded as standing in the place of a taxation of the personal
estate to the corporation itself, since,

As

in effect be duplicate taxation.

if both were taxed, it would

to the real estate, however, the

The taxes upon that had always, in
that state, been paid exclusively to the town in which it was situated.
In all successive valuations made in pursuance of the
laws for that purpose, each town had been charged with the value

conclusion was different.

therefore be unjust

if

in the apportionment of the tax

It would

among the several towns.
estate which

it,

of all the real estate within

the real

in estimating the amount of taxes

was included

a

town, by being assessed as represented by the shares
of stockholders elsewhere, should be exempted from contributing
to the discharge of such taxes.
The policy of all the tax laws
had been that the land should contribute to the local taxes irrespective of the residence of the owner, and

this was intended in the

case

the implication that

of corporate real estate was so strong

;

7; 4

id., 484

Smith

v.

v.

;

Mumford,

Exeter, 37

IST.

R. I.,

H., 556

Greenl.,

10

Cush.,

Savings Bank v. Gardiner,
Bridge Co. v. Osborn, 35 Conn.,

478, 482

;

American Bank

;

;

128

4

;

4

;

^Bank of Georgia s. Savannah, Dudley, 132 Factory Co. v. Gardiner,
Glass Co. d. Boston,
Met., 181 Savings Bank v. Worcester,

133

5

charged on

Toll

Hannibal, etc., R. R Co., 37 Mo., 265. In the case of Kimball v.
Milford just decided by the supreme court of New Hampshire
Am. Law
Times' Reports, 504), stock in foreign corporation, which by its charter pays
specific tax in lieu of all others, was held not taxable in New Hampshire,

a

a

(2

State «.

under its statutes.
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that the counteracting presumption against an intent to impose
duplicate taxation must yield to it.^
So in Georgia it has been held under a city charter empow,ering the corporation in general terms to levy taxes on real and
while the city might tax the stockholders of
a bank upon their shares, this taxation would by implication exIn Pennsylclude the taxation of the bank on its capital stock.^
personal

estate, that

vania it has been decided that a tax on the discount business of a
bank is in a degree a tax upon the capital of the bank. Where
therefore it was provided by its char-ter that the bank should not
be subject to taxation on its capital stock, for any other than state
purposes, the tax on its discount business would be inadmissible

but for the fact that the charter was granted under and subject to
a provision in the state constitution which made it at all times
subject to legislative alteration or repeal.^
So in Massachusetts it is held that a bank which pays a specific
tax on its capital stock is not taxable on collaterals deposited with
' Salem Iron Factory

10 Mass., 514.
This case was followed
in Ameshury Woolen, etc., Co. v. Amesbnry,
17 id., 461.
And see as to the real estate, Amesbury Nail Factory Co. ii. "Weed,
17 id., 53; Tremont Bank v. Boston, 1 Cush., 142; Boston "Water Power Co. v.
Boston, 9 Met., 199. In Middlesex R. R. Co. •». Charleston, 8 Allen, 330, where
shareholders in a street railway were taxable on their shares in the towns
where they resided, it was held not competent to tax the personal property of
the corporation used in and necessary for the prosecution of its business.
"The value of the personal property owned by the corporation is included as
a subject of taxation in the value of the shares ; as in the case of banks, insurance companies, manufacturing corporations and other railroads." Soar, J.,
p. 333. Compare The Tax Cases, 12 G. & J., 117. To tax a bank on its prop-

after some change

in

v.

Dauvers,

the statute,

tution

-0.

Gardiner,

4

I.,

erty and also the stockholders on their shares was regarded as duplicate taxation, and not allowable under the Maryland laws, in Gordon's Ex'rs v. Baltimore, 5 Gill, 231, and Baltimore v. B. & O. R. R. Co., 6 Gill, 288. And see
in Rhode Island, American Bank v. Mumford, 4 R.
478; Providence Insti-

Bank of Georgia

id., 484.

it

a

«

Savannah, Dudley, 132, citing with approval the Massachusetts cases.
So where
bank was exempt from any tax, except one of
twenty-five cents on every share of its stock owned by individuals,
was dev.

were not taxable on their shares.

Edwards,
Ired., 516. See also Johnson
State V. Tunis, 23 N. J., 546.
5

=

Iron City Bank

v.

Pittsburgh,

37

Bank of Cape Fear

v. Commonwealth,

Penn. St., 340.

7

cided that stockholders
V.

Dana, 338;

it
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So where the shares in a corporation
security for loans.^
were by its charter exempt from taxation, the shares in the hands
of the shareholders are to be understood as exempt also.^
On the other hand a tax on the market value of the capital
stock of a corporation, over and above the value of its real and
as

personal property, is not duplicate taxation

by reason of the tan-

gible property being also taxed, but is a tax upon the franchise.'
So a tax on the deposits of savings societies has been, held a tax
And where by
on the franchise and not a tax on property.^
"
statute
no income shall be taxed which is derived from property
subject to taxation ;" a merchant may nevertheless be taxed on
his income under the general law taxing income from a profession,
" net result of many
trade, or employment, this income being the
combined

influences

;

the use of the capital invested

*

*

;

the personal

labor and services ;
the skill and ability with which they
lay in or from time to time renew their stock ; the carefulness and
good judgment with which they sell and give credit ; and the
^

Waltham Bank

v.

WaltUam, 10 Met., 334 ; Tremont Bank v. Boston,

1

Cusli.,

Iron Factory v. Danvers, 10 Mass., 514.
' State V. Branin, 23 N. J., 484, citing Johnson v. Common-wealth, 7 Dana,
342; Tax Cases, 12 G. & J., 117; Gordon's Ex'rs d. Baltimore, 5 Gill, 281;
Smith B. Burley, 9 N. H., 423. See also State v. Bentley, 23 N". J., 532; State
and see Salem

142;

Powers, 24 id., 400 ; Bank of Cape Fear v. Edwards, 5 Ired., 516.
pare Wilmington, etc., R. R. Co. v. Reid, 13 Wall., 264.
«.

And

com-

held in Hamilton County v. Massachusetts, 6 Wall., 632, in reliance
See Commonwealth «.
upon a settled course of decisions in Massachusetts.
Hamilton Man'f. Co., 12 Allen, 298, 306. Shares of stock in a foreign corpora^ So

tion may he taxed in full to resident owners, irrespective of the taxation of
Dwight d. Boston, 12 Allen, 316. A state
its property where it is located.
franchise
or
the
of a corporation by such rule as it may
tax
the
capital
may

And if the corporation be a railroad
prescribe, even though it be arbitrary.
a
in
two
states, one state may fax the corporation on a
company owning road
proportional part of its stock, measured by the length of the road in that
state.

Minot

j).

Philadelphia,

etc.,

R. R. Co.,

18

Wall.,

206.

Wall., 594; Provident Institution v. Massachusetts, id., 611. See Portland Bank v. Apthorp, 12 Mass, 252; People
■».Savings Bank, 5 Allen, 428; People ». Supervisors
of Niagara, 4 Hill, 30 ;
Farmers' Loan & Trust Co.«. New York, 7 id., 201 ; Bank of Utica v. ITtica, 4
Paige, 399 ; Coite i>. Society for Savings, 32 Conn., 173 ; Coite v. Conn. Mu.
Life Ins. Co., 36 id., 512; Illinois Mu. Ins. Co. v. Peoria, 29 III., 180; Olivers.
Washington Mills, 11 Allen, 268; Commonwealth v. Caiy Improving Co., 98
Society of Savings

■*

v. Coite, 6

Mass., 19; Attorney Gjeneral

i\ Mining

Co.,

99

id., 148.
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foresight and address with which they hold themselves prepared
for the fluctuations and contingencies affecting the general comTo express it in a more summerce and business of the country.
mary and comprehensive form, it is the creation of capital, indusSo it is competent to tax brokers upon their annual receipts, notwithstanding they pay a license tax for the privSo a tax upon the amount of
ilege of carrying on that business.^

try and skill."

^

the nominal capital of a bank, without regard to loss or deprecia-

" one annexed
tion, has been likened to

to the franchise as a roy-

alty for the grant.'" A tax on the interest paid by a corporation
on its indebtedness, though collected from the corporation, is still
a tax on the creditor ; the corporation being only made use of as
a convenient means of collecting the tax.*
So a tax on the shares
of stockholders in a corporation is a different thing from a tax on
the corporation itself or its stock, and may be laid irrespective of

any taxation of the corporation when no contract relations forbid.'
So it has been held that a corporation which was required to pay
'

Wilcox

^ Drexel

v. Commissioners
v.

Commonwealtli,

of Middlesex,
46

103 Mass., 544, per Ames,

Perm. St., 31.

In tliis

case

J.

the tax law was

objected to as retrospective because, in order to arrive at the proper measure of
taxation, it required a return of the receipts for the preceding year, and made
that the basis of taxation, but the court justly held there was nothing to this.
3

Bank of Commerce

v.

New Ysrk,

2

Black,

C20, 639, per Nelson,

J.

'HaightD. Railroad Co., 6 Wall., 15; Railroad Co. «. Jackson, 7 id., 263;
United States v. Railroad Ce., 17 id., 323. In the second of these cases a state
tax on the interest on bonds issued by a railroad company and secured by
mortgage on aline lying partly in another state was held to be void, on the ground
that to the extent of the road out of the state she was " taxing property and interests beyond her jurisdiction."
It is to be said of this case that the plaintiff
was a nonresident, and for that reason not taxable in the state on his bonds
under the subsequent decision of the same court. State Tax on
Foreign Held
Bonds, 15 Wall., 300, 328. Railroad bonds are taxable to the owners
notwithstanding the company pays a tax on " the market value of their stock and
their funded and floating debt, in lieu of all other taxes on railroad
property
and franchises."
Bridgeport v. Bishop, 38 Conn., 187.
»

Tremont Bank

Boston,

;

;

8

;

9

26

\

v.

St.',

1 Cush., 143 ; State v. Petway, 3
Jones Eq., 396 ;
N. J., 181 ; Lycoming County c. Gamble, 47 Penn.
106
Whitsell V. Northampton County, 49 id., 536; Union Bank ■!).State,
Yerg.',
493; Oswego Starch Factory ». Dollaway, 31 N. Y., 449; People
v. Bradley,'
39 111., 130, 141
Conwell v. Connersville, 15 Ind., 150; Van Allen v.
Assessors,
Wall., 573, 584 State Tax on Foreign Held Bonds, 15 id., 300, 328 Cumberland
Marine Railway s. Portland, 37 Me., 444.

State V. Thomas,

■
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tax on dividends, might nevertheless be taxed on its " net earnings or income ;" this not being the
same thing as dividends.^
So in case of a corporation which pays
a specific tax, an exemption " from any other or further tax or im-

a bonus on its capital

in lieu of

a

position," will not prevent any real estate it maj'- own, and which
" The
is not needed for corporate purposes, from being taxed.
power granted to a corporation to hold land is limited to the purposes for which the power was conferred. This is the general rule,
The
and governs in the construction of the exempting clause.
tax levied may so far operate as a double tax, the property being
already taxed in the shape of capital ; but if the company choose
to invest capital in property not necessary for their business, such
as the legislature did not contemplate in their grant, they cannot
complain that it is twice taxed.

Doable taxation is not uncon-

stitutional."^

It

has often been decided

that

a

tax on the franchise of

and also on its capital or property, was

poration,

a cor-

not duplicate

The franchise, nevertheless, has a property value, and
question of construction, it may sometimes be necessary to

taxation.^
as a
'

Jones,

etc.,

Manf g

Co. v. Commonwealth,

69

Penn.

St., 137.

That stock

divided among stocldiolders as profits are dividends, see Leliigh Crane Iron
Co, 1). Commonwealth, 55 Penu. St., 448; State v. Farmer's Bank, 11 Ohio, 94;
Sun Mu. Ins. Co.

J., in

v.

New York,

8

N. Y.,

241, 350.

Newark, 25 N. J., 315, 317, citing Tatem v. Wright, 23
id., 429.
See also Railroad Co. v. Reid, 13 Wall., 364, 268, per Dams, J.,
Illinois Central R. R. Co. v. Irwin, Sup. Ct. 111., 1875, 7 Chicago Legal News,
-

Potts,

State v.

•386.

' Carbon Iron

Co. v. Carhon County, 39 Penn. St., 351 ; Lackawana Iron Co.
Luzerne County, 43 id., 434; Tremont Bank ■«. Boston, 1 Cush., 143; Com.
monwealth v. Lowell Gas Light Co., 13 Allen, 75 ; Commonwealth v. Hamil
ton Manf. Co., id., 298 ; Wilmington, etc., R. R. Co. v. Reid, 64 N. C, 226
Mason v. Lancaster, 4 Bush, 406 ; Monroe Savings Bank v. Rochester, 37 N,
V.

Y.,

365 ;

Bank of Commerce v. New York,
18 Wall., 206.
In Commonwealth

road Co.,

Black, tj20, 629 ; Minot v. Rail
N. E. Slate & tile Co., 13 Allen
defendant corpsration held prop
2

v.

J., says: "The fact that the
erty which was the subject of taxation in. other ways, does not render this tax
upon its franchise illegal. In the practical operation of the powers of taxation, which are given in several forms, it is inevitable that double taxation
shall occur in some cases. The legislature may relieve against it by allowing
deductions if it sees fit to do so; but the court can only apply the law as it
391, 393, Wells,

stands."

still

If

in nontaxable securities, the franchise may
Bank v. Rochester, 37 N. Y,, 365. And see

the capital is invested

be taxed.

M:,nroe Savings
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hold that an exemption of the property of a corporation from taxation is an exemption of the franchise also. It has been so held
in the case of a railroad corporation whose charter provided that
" the
property of said company and the shares therein shall be
^

The intent
from any public charge or tax whatever."
in such a case, when reasonably apparent on the face of the legisIt has been held that a tax on the capital
lation, must control.
exempt

stock measured by dividends was not

tax on dividends, and the
liable to a tax on net earna

corporation paying it was therefore
ings under a statute which provides that corporations not paying
A tax on
a tax on dividends shall be taxed on net earnings.^
" the
capital stock actually paid in or secured to be paid in," is a
tax on the capital at its nominal amount, and is not to be increased or diminished by accumulations or losses.*

These cases

will perhaps illustrate sufficiently the "power of the legislature to
impose taxation that in its result duplicates the burden, as well as
the force of the presumption that the legislature,

in its desire to

lay all burdens of government justly, has never intended duplicate taxation unless plain language expressive of that intent has
been employed.

So far, the subject has been considered as the questions of
equality and justice in taxation arise on the tax laws themselves.
Of the steps necessary or proper to be taken in order to secure
equality under such laws, it will be necessary to speak further on.
Society for Savings
id.,

611 ;

i).

Hamilton Co.

Coite,
v.

6

Wall.,

594;

Provident Inst.

v.

Massacliusetts,

6

Massachusetts, id., 632.

Eailroad Uo. ?). Eeid, 13 Wall., 264; Raleigh, etc., Railroad
In New Jersey where a corporation by its charter was
certain tax on its capital stock paid in, and it was declared that " no

'Wilmington
Co.

-I).

Reid, id., 369.

to pay a

further or other tax or impost shall

be levied or assessed upon said company,"
this was held to exempt not the franchises merely, but the property also.
State V. Berry, 17 N. J., 80; Camden & Amhoy R. R. Co. v. Commissioner of
Appeals, 18 id., 71. So it has been held that a tax on the gross income of a
corporation cannot be laid when the stock is exempt. State v. Hood, 15 Rich.,
177.

Iron Co v. Commonwealth, 59 Penn. St., 104. A tax on capital invested in shipping is not duplicate taxation as applied to vessels upon which
the harbor master's fees have been paid.
State v. Charleston, 4 Rich., 286.
2 Phoenix

' Farmers' Loan & Trust

Co. v. New York,

Utica, 4 Paige, 390 ; People
don V. New Brunswick Bank,
«.

v.
6

7

Hill,

261,

citing Bank of Utica

Supervisors of Niagara, 4

N. J.,

100 ;

Rudderow

Hill,

20.

See Gor-

v. State, 31 id., 513.
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Commuting taxes.

Tax laws sometimes provide for commu-

that is to say. for the substitution of something else for
the tax that is levied.
Thus, road taxes are sometimes levied in
labor, with permission to commute bv the payment of what is
tation

;

deemed an equivalent in money.

Many of the special exemptions

we have referred to were in the nature of commutations

;

the state

something asTan equivalent for the ordinary taxation which was released.-' Sach commutations are competent
has

received

individuals

as between

it

is

cludes others,

it

if,

when not forbidden by the constitution, and are supposed to proBut a commutation must not be invidious ;
duce no inequality.^
selects one class for favor, and ex-

void.'

Diversity of taxation in different districts.

Eeference has

been made to cases which recognize the right to establish different

rules of taxation in different districts, even when by the state
constitution uniformity and equality in taxation are required.
Such general rules are made in view of the universal custom to
consult the circumstances of different districts, and the wishes of
their people regarding the taxes to be levied therein as district

all presumptions are against any purpose to set aside
that custom.
different system
Local taxes may be levied on
in the different municipal districts, and for different purposes;
and

a

;

taxes

'See Gardiner

v. State,

N. J.,

21

557;

DaugMrill

v.

Ins. Co.,

31

Ala.,

91.

was

a

Wis.,

privilege.

Milwaukee,

etc.,

a

is is

a

a

a

railroad company pays
tax on its annual income in lieu of tax on
its property, the tax so paid
full equivalent for the propsupposed to be
and
there
no
room
therefore
for applying the rule of strict conerty tax,
struction against the company, as if the substitution of one tax for the other

"Where

R. R. Co.

v. Supervisors

of Crawford,

29

116.
;

4

*

State Bank D. People,
Scam., 303 Illinois Central Railroad v. McLean
County, 17 111., 291. It was one of the stipulations in the charter of the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. Co., that the corporation should pay to the state one-fifth

of the passenger fares received for passage on its branch road between Washington and Baltimore. A stipulation of this nature violates no provision of
B. & O. R. R. Co. v. Maryland, 21 Wall., 456. The
the federal constitution.
same decision
State,

1

aflBrmed

had previously

that the stipulation

Gill,

been made by the state courts, and the position
state constitution.
Waters v.

did not violate the

302, 308.
a

commutation

7

a

2

in labor for
highway tax; the permission to
to
male
tax
only
extended
payers between the ages of 21 and
commute being
Chi. Leg. News, 393.
50.
Cooper v. Ash, Sup. Ct. 111., 1875,
So held of
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only when they are laid to • supply mere local
works and conveniences, but also when they are for purposes —
like the highways, for instance — which, though paid for locally,
'
are for the benefit of the whole state and the use of all its
and

this,

not

people.^

It

Monopolies.

seems

scarcely necessary to say, that the

rule

will forbid the power being employed for
That it is capable of
the purpose of building up monopolies.
being so employed needs no demonstration ; and that it someof equality in taxation

especially in the arrangement of the
customs duties, is unquestionable; always, of course, under the
Taxpretense of an apportionment of taxes for the public good.
times has been so employed,

of business and the license taxes are peculiarly liable to
abuse in this direction,^ especially if they undertake to limit the
number to whom permits shall be granted ; and if the state can
ation

exempt

the large manufacturer from taxation while taxing his

feeble competitor,

as has been done

in one state at least, it may

in this way a long stride in the direction of establishing a
The spirit of a free constitution, if not its letter, formonopoly.
bids such legislation, and sound public policy forbids it also.
take

One reason why taxation for private purposes is inadmissible, is

that its tendency

is to the building up of monopolies at the
expense of the public who would suffer from them;' it begins in
a pretense for the public good, and it ends in crippling the general industry while

it excites the general discontent.'*

in general, People v. Central Pacific R. R. Co., 43 Cal., 398 ; Bright
McCullough, 27 Ind.. 323 ; Commissioners of Scliools v. Alleghany County,
Md., 489, 457 ; Merrick v. Amherst, 12 Allen, 500.
' See

v.
20

'See Judge JSToifs article on Monopolies
p. 370.

1,

Charles

royal proclamation

in the International Review, Vol.
was able to exact large sums of money by enforcing a
forbidding the erection of buildings in extension of Lon-

I.

don, and granting special permits on the payment of large sums for the priviGreen's England, ch. 8, sec. 5.

lege.

3 See

Ch.

J.

■•The

Philadelphia Association
right of

a

city

ment has been denied

v.

Wood,

39

Penn.

St.,

to levy a tax for the construction

in

some states, on the express

73, 82, per

Lowrie

of

a patented paveground, that the patent
in bidding for the con-

was a monopoly, and there could be no competition
tract to construct it.
Nicholson Pavement Co. v. Fay, 35 Cal.,°695; Same v.
Painter, id., 699; I>ean v. Charlton, 23 Wis., 590; Burgess
D.Jefferson,
21
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It

Permanence in legislation.

be added,

should

that in

order that tax laws may not be oppressive, they should not be
Tariff laws frequently changed
subject to frequent changes.
become a serious impediment to the business of the country,
men to calculate

on the part of business

from the impossibility

:

is,

To all the other contingencies of business is
upon the future.
that the federal
added this one, which
perhaps, greatest of all
legislature may so change the customs laws as to detract considerably from the market value of merchandise on hand, or
increase largely the cost of something employed in manufacture,
or in some other way to change greatly the outlook for any particular

trade.

The excise

laws are seldom

serious injury to individuals; and

without

changed

if

others, perhaps, make fortunes by the change, the possibility of such prosperity leads to
speculations in possible changes, and even to endeavors to procure

alterations for speculative purposes.
Changes in other tax laws
are not so injurious, but they are always liable to be oppressive,
in individual

cases, and.

for this reason are not to be made except

Mere inconveniences, to which the people
have become accustomed, or even impolitic or unequal taxation
to which trade and business have adapted themselves, are usually
to cure positive evils.

than considerable changes in the law with
view to
their correction.
This
consideration of policy, with which
the courts have no concern, but
seems sufficiently important to

it

a

is

a

less harmful

justify mention in this connection.
La. An„
100

;

Y,

143.

In

Contra,

Hobart D.Detroit,

re Dugro, 50 id., 513.

17

Mich.,

346;

Jra re Eager, 46 N.

